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Britain needs a new social covenant. The pandemic has exposed weaknesses in the
way we live just as the coronavirus exposed vulnerabilities in our bodies. Being
locked down in our homes reminded us of the importance of human connection, and
the consequences of alienation. Restrictions reacquainted us with the networks and
institutions that matter, and the restlessness and rootlessness that being away from
them can bring. The coronavirus economy showed why secure work and thriving
places are valuable not only to individuals but to society as a whole. In essence, the
pandemic reminded us of what has long been called “the good life”, and how far
many in society are from attaining it.
Strong human connections; a locus in a thriving place; a place to call home; a job that
is secure and rewarding; and institutions that bridge social groups and embed shared
values. These have been the foundations of the good life for much of humanity’s
existence and they underpin the fabric of society today. These values correspond
closely with the threads of Onward’s Social Fabric Index, which shows how variation
in the quality of relationships, positive social norms, physical infrastructure,
economic value, and civic institutions can explain much of the political and
economic discontent of recent years. As the UK emerges from the pandemic and
starts to rebuild society and the economy, we should take the time to fix those
foundations.
This study explores how each of those foundations to a good life have been
crumbling since well before the pandemic hit. In particular, we show how:
●

Connections have become more distant over time. The growing propensity
to move for study or work has meant people’s relationships with families and
close friendship networks have become stretched. Younger people are
lonelier than ever, with 21% of 18-34 year olds having one or no close friends.
Middle-aged adults are 7% less likely to live near living parents than two
decades ago. Older parents are 16% less likely to live within 15 minutes of
their children than they were in 2001. This has a material impact on the
ability of families to care for their loved ones and strains friendships, neither
of which can be fully mitigated by long-distance connection online.

●

Many places have become less vibrant or safe. The lived environment of
many places has deteriorated. Since 1990, 11 pubs have closed per week,
while the number of post offices has close to halved in the last twenty years,
and over a quarter of our libraries have closed since 2005. At the same time,
levels of neighbourhood-level crime have risen in certain parts of the
country. Just 15 local authorities in England accounted for one-third of the
22,000 increase in drug offences in the first year of the pandemic, primarily
in urban areas such as Liverpool, Sheffield, and Leeds.
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●

A secure home is becoming out of reach. New analysis for this paper shows
that the average couple is now unlikely to be able to afford to buy a home in
over a fifth of local authorities across England without additional help. With
young people priced out of the market they are increasingly left with no
recourse but to bounce around the private rented sector, with the higher
costs and lower quality that entails, as well as a material impact on their
likelihood to engage in their community.

●

Work has become insecure. The growth of flexible forms of employment,
while beneficial in some ways, has made it harder for many workers to spend
time in their community and benefit from a thriving social fabric. At the same
time, forms of community centred around work are in terminal decline: over
half of working men’s clubs have closed since the 1970s, while trade union
membership has fallen to its lowest level since 1940.

●

Civic contribution is becoming the exception rather than the norm. Civic
society faces two distinct threats. Young people feel unable to volunteer due
to constraints on their time and a lack of awareness of opportunities. And the
richest in our society are retreating from philanthropy - the 10% of
households on the highest incomes give just £3 to charity for every £1,000
they earn, half the £6 that the lowest income households give.

There is a moral imperative for rebuilding these foundations. After decades of
neglect from policymakers of all political stripes, voters in areas of weak social fabric
lent their votes to the current Government, trusting them to deliver on their
promises to level up their community. Ministers therefore have a responsibility to
deliver for these so-called “left behind” areas by restoring a sense of community,
local pride and belonging, one of the key themes of the Levelling Up White Paper.
A failure to grip the problems highlighted in this report would not only be a moral
failure, but a political one too: as Onward’s recent Another Brick in the Wall report
highlighted, the North of England will be the key battleground for the next election.
Many of the areas with the most frayed social fabric, as identified by Onward’s Social
Fabric Index, from Blackpool to Hartlepool, are likely to be the communities that
decide who forms the next government.
And there is a strong economic case for restoring community, belonging and
security too. Many of the most expensive social challenges facing the country, from
our ageing population to growing crime in hyperlocal areas, can be in part prevented
or reduced by stronger community ties. Action to strengthen communities can
therefore pay for itself in lower costs to the taxpayer.
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The challenge for policymakers as we emerge from coronavirus is to use the crisis to
strengthen these foundations, not merely fix the damage incurred by the last few
years. In the aftermath of the last period of society-wide devastation - the Second
World War - William Beveridge wrote: “a time for revolutions in the world’s history is
a time for revolutions, not for patching.” This sentiment should guide policy makers
today. Instead of building a welfare state, we need to take the time to repair our
social fabric and leave us better prepared for the next crisis.
This paper explores in detail how to instill the principles of a good life - the
importance of strong relationships, thriving community, dependable jobs, secure
homes and giving back - post-pandemic to restore connection, belonging and
security for all.
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Summary of recommendations
Problem

Solution

The growth of a more geographically mobile
society has led to sharp declines in family care in
some places, and young people struggling to
connect in others.

1. Make it easier for people to care for their elderly
loved ones through a new “Family Care Relief” to
support family-led care.
2. Expand Youth Hubs to become a one-stop-shop
for young people seeking connection away from
home.

The neglect of local places, typified by the loss of
vital local community assets like pubs and parks
and the growth of visible forms of crime, has
undermined social capital and bruised civic pride.

3. Radically empower local communities to take back
control of community spaces by extending the
Right to Regenerate, creating a new civic trust
network and forcing councils to list community
assets.
4. Revive neighbourhood policing by reversing the
decline in special constables, Police Community
Support Officers and Neighbourhood Watch
schemes.

The decline of homeownership and social housing
over several decades has contributed to the
erosion of belonging, especially among younger
generations.

5. Unleash a civic housebuilding revolution by
unlocking community-led housing and supporting
a new generation of beautiful social housing.
6. Radically extend Right to Buy to give housing
association tenants, private renters and entire
council estates a clear route to ownership.

The growth of the flexible economy, while bringing
new opportunities, has also contributed to
insecurity that makes it hard for workers to
contribute to family or community

7. Extend protections to flexible workers to give them
more security in work.

The culture of civic contribution that sustains the
social fabric is receding, with volunteering in
decline among the young and philanthropy falling
among the wealthy.

8. Mainstream volunteering and civic service by
developing a single national platform for people to
access opportunities, in partnership with leading
civic funders.
9. Turbocharge place-based philanthropy by piloting
the creation of Charitable Enterprise Zones and a
new UK Match Giving scheme.
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Connection
Relationships are the foundation of opportunity and
should be supported

Summary of the
argument
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Relationships matter. There is broad consensus that people who benefit from what
John Bowlby called a “secure base” - strong familial and friendship networks - are
more successful, happier and healthier. There is also strong evidence that, despite
advances in digital technology, human contact is important too. People who see their
friends and family at least once a week are three times less likely to often feel lonely
than those who see them less than once a month. 1 People are happier if they have a
happy friend, but only if they live near each other. 2 But in the last two decades we
have become more distant from one another in a number of ways.

The stretching of the family
Families are becoming more disparate. Since 2001, the proportion of older parents
(those aged 55 and over) living within 15 minutes of an adult child has fallen by 16%,
(45% to 38%). Over the same time period, the proportion of settled adults (aged 31 to
54) living this close to a parent has fallen by 7% (39% to 36%).3 This is not happening
to the same extent everywhere in the UK. A settled adult in the North East, for
example, is three times as likely to live within 15 minutes of Mum than an adult in
London.4
The effects of this variation on the quality of people’s relationships are considerable.
Those living close to their family are much more likely to see them regularly: older
parents are six times more likely to see their adult child daily if they live within half
an hour of each other than if they live further away, and settled adults who live
within 30 minutes of a parent are over five times as likely to see them weekly.5 Young
adults living within 15 minutes of a parent are 20 percentage points (55% to 35%)
more likely to report that over half of their friends live locally.6 They are also more
likely to report they can rely on their friends, that their friends understand them, and
that they can talk to their friends about their worries.7
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Figure 1: Proximity between older parents and settled adults, 2001 to 2020.
Source: Onward analysis of British Household Panel Survey and Understanding
Society data. [Note: older parents defined as those aged 55 and over; settled
adults defined as those aged 31 to 54.]
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Young people are becoming more isolated
Meanwhile young people are suffering from an “epidemic of loneliness”. As previous
Onward research has shown, 21% of 18-34 year olds say that they have one or fewer
close friends, three times the level in 2011/12. Over the same period, the proportion
of young people reporting four or more close friends has fallen by 24 percentage
points. This contrasts sharply with those aged 55 and over, who are 9 percentage
points more likely to report having four or more friends than they were a decade
ago.
As a result of this decline in their social networks, young people are significantly
more likely to report being lonely than older people. Pre-pandemic data shows that
16-24 year olds are three times as likely to say they feel lonely “often or always” as
people aged 65 or over (3%) while 25-34 year-olds are twice as likely as those aged
65 or over. The pandemic lockdowns also disproportionately impacted younger
people, with 38% of 16-29 year olds reporting they are lonely some or all of the time.
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Similarly, neighbourliness is becoming an older person’s game. Young people are
nearly half as likely to speak to their neighbours as they were twenty years ago, with
just 36% of 18-24 year olds reporting they would stop to talk to their neighbours in
2017, down from 54% in 1998. And while younger people used to be more likely to
borrow things and exchange favours with their neighbours than older people, this
trend has reversed. 18-24 year olds are now twice as likely to disagree (49%) as they
are to agree (26%) that “I borrow things and exchange favours with my neighbours”. 8
Figure 2: Number of close friends, by age, 2011 and 2021 compared.
Source: Onward analysis of Understanding Society and Onward/Stack (2021)
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Given the benefits of proximity to familial and friendship relationships, one way to
reduce young people’s isolation may be to support more people to stay local and
maintain their networks, rather than encouraging mobility to university or cities to
work.

Getting out to get ahead
Social mobility has until recently been predicated on an idea that people should
move away from their home to succeed in work or education. Geographic mobility
can bring enormous economic benefits. Skilled people moving from areas with
limited job opportunities benefits the economy by ensuring these skills are better
utilised and reduces local labour market shortages. High mobility also increases
workers’ pay, an important benefit at a time when high levels of inflation are
exacerbating costs of living. But until now there has been little acknowledgement
that high levels of geographic mobility can also come with social costs: uprooting
people from places where they have networks of family and friends and strong
existing relationships.
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The challenge, then, is to ensure that people can access good quality education and
make the most of their skills in their local area, so they can succeed without feeling
that they have no choice but to leave their networks of family and friends. There is
some evidence to suggest that people do not want to become ever more mobile.
Analysis by the Resolution Foundation, for example, shows that the proportion of
people moving for work has fallen since peaking in 2000. The organisation’s Chief
Executive Torsten Bell has noted that “there are now far fewer places where people
have to leave if they want to find work”.9 This is welcome. Michael Gove has set out
the Government’s approach to levelling up as ensuring everyone has the ability to “go
far and stay local.” This is an important shift.
However when people do move for work or education, they tend to move very far,
making it harder for them to see friends and family back home. As Understanding
Society data clearly shows, while education- and employment-related relocation
account for a relatively small share of all residential moves, those relocating for work
or education travel almost three times the average distance for all residential moves
- 108 km and 99 km respectively - when they do move.
This appears to be particularly the case for university students: according to
Understanding Society, over half of settled graduates (aged 31 to 54) now live more
than half an hour away from a parent, compared to just one-third of those whose
highest qualification is an A Level or GCSE.10 Among those that do move, analysis by
the Institute for Fiscal Studies suggests that graduates are more likely to move to
and between major cities, while non-graduates are more likely to remain in rural
areas or move to second-tier cities.11 This is likely a further reflection of the fact that
non-graduates are more likely to remain close to home, eschewing far away major
cities in favour of smaller urban areas nearer to their established networks of family
and friends.
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Figure 3: Residential moves, by reasons cited for move and average distance
(km) of move (2015-20).
Source: Onward analysis of Understanding Society, Wave 7: 2015-16 to Wave 11:
2019-20. [Note: proportions do not sum to 100% as respondents could select
multiple reasons; five Waves averaged due to low sample sizes].

This is reinforced by research from The Sutton Trust, which found that 44% of young
people at university attend an institution more than 57 miles from their home
address. Their analysis found strong geographic variation, with students from the
North West almost twice as likely to choose a local university as those from the East
of England (68% to 36%). They also found strong variation in class, with those in the
lowest socio-economic group 75% more likely to attend a local university than those
in the highest (79% to 45%).12 While this suggests that young people from the most
well-off backgrounds are most likely to be uprooted from their social networks and
relationships, higher education is still an important driver of distance for those from
poorer backgrounds. As the Social Mobility Commission has noted, many people
living in disadvantaged areas “first moved away from home to attend university”. 13
Alongside higher education itself, the challenges of finding gainful employment after
university is a significant driver of mobility. The latest figures from the Higher
Education Statistics Agency (HESA) suggest that almost one-third of English
graduates are living in a different region than their pre-university home 15 months
after graduation, with the distance moved for university a key factor impacting
retention. This is twice the rate of non-graduates: recent analysis by the Institute for
Fiscal Studies has found that, by age 27, almost one-in-six non-graduates had moved
away from the area they lived at 16.14
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Those that study locally stay local. Four-fifths of those who attended a university in
the same region as their hometown were still in that region after graduation,
compared to just half of those who went to study in a different region. Another
factor, as noted in the Levelling Up White Paper, are the “depth of local labour
markets, and quality of jobs on offer”.15
Separate analysis by former Universities Minister David Willetts has found that for
every 1 percentage point increase in the proportion of the working age population
with higher education qualifications, median full-time earnings in a constituency rise
on average by almost £5 per week.16 This suggests that high levels of graduate
mobility can be enormously beneficial for some places but highly damaging for
others, with students moving away from an area and not returning having a
deleterious effect on the local economy, thereby reducing graduate opportunities in
the area still further and resulting in fewer higher paid opportunities in future.
Of course some people will want to move. But opinion research suggests that they
are in the minority. A YouGov survey commissioned by the Centre for Cities found
that the two most important reasons for picking a neighbourhood were the cost of
housing (28%) and to be close to family and friends (28%), both ahead of wanting to
be close to work (21%). The most commonly cited negative for a local area was being
too far from friends and family (15%).17 This shows a clear preference for living close
to networks of family and friends and the need for action to address push factors
forcing those who want to stay close to their loved ones to move away.

The effect of distance
An economy built around people moving far from friends and family is contributing
to two social trends.
First, increased mobility is weakening the glue that binds local communities
together, particularly belonging and trust. The longer an adult has lived in a
neighbourhood, the more likely they are to feel they strongly belong to their
neighbourhood and that their neighbours can be trusted. For example, Community
Life Survey data shows that an adult living in the same neighbourhood for over 30
years is 24 percentage points more likely to report a strong level of belonging (77%)
than someone who has lived in the neighbourhood for less than five years (53%). And
they are 15 percentage points more likely to believe that many of their neighbours
can be trusted (50%) compared to someone who has been resident in the area for
less than five years (35%).
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Figure 4: Proportion of adults reporting strong levels of belonging to their
neighbourhood and believing that many of their neighbours can be trusted,
over length of time living in neighbourhood.
Source: Onward analysis of Community Life Survey, 2020-21
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At the same time, the exodus of graduates and skilled workers from “left-behind”
neighbourhoods could also be contributing to a sense of hopelessness among
younger people in these communities, by disconnecting them from career role
models. A wealth of studies show the impact that positive role models can have on
life and career outcomes for young people, not least of all a 2015 study which noted
the “power of role models can be harnessed to increase role aspirants’ motivation,
reinforce their existing goals, and facilitate their adoption of new goals”. 18
Yet research suggests that two-in-five 16-19 year olds and three-in-five primary
school children do not know anyone who does the job to which they aspire, making it
harder for young people to succeed in the careers they choose. 19 As Local Trust told
a recent Education Committee inquiry into working class children, a dearth of role
models is a particularly acute problem in left-behind areas, given that “those who
have jobs often have to travel out of the area”.20 While those from lower socioeconomic backgrounds are less likely to move far away from home than the most
affluent, as noted above, they still do so in sizable numbers.
Second, reduced proximity is leading to reduced intergenerational family care. As
families have drifted further apart, care provided by adult children to older parents,
such as help with everyday tasks like getting the shopping or giving them a lift to the
doctors, has declined, as has care provided by older parents to adult children. While
intergenerational support has declined regardless of family proximity, the decline
has been faster among those families living further apart. Families living more than
30 minutes apart are 28% less likely to provide child-to-parent support than in 2006,
compared to 19% for those living within 30 minutes of each other. The decline in
parent-to-child support across this period is broadly the same regardless of
proximity; 16% for both families living close and far from one another.
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The faster decline in care among those families living farther from one another is
likely a result of the other trend making family life harder: increasing work
commitments. As discussed in Onward’s recent Family Fortunes report, long-term
changes to employment have left many families with less time to spend caring for
their families than they would like.21 With reduced free time, it is difficult enough for
families to carve out enough quality time together when they live close, never mind
when they would need to spend an hour travelling to get to and from their loved
ones.
These constraints on time also underscore the importance of addressing
geographical disparities in our transport networks. Poor connectivity makes it
harder for people to commute for jobs in neighbouring areas, which can result in
pushing people to move away for work. Just as crucially, poor connectivity can make
it harder for people to visit friends and family in their hometown. Robert Putnam
highlighted the latter problem in Bowling Alone with his remark that “Every ten
minutes of commuting results in ten per cent fewer social connections”. 22 Onward’s
recent Network Effects report has highlighted that there is a particularly acute
transport gap around towns in the Red Wall regions of the North West and West
Yorkshire, suggesting that communities in these areas are disproportionately
impacted.23
Figure 5: Proportion of adults providing some form of intergenerational
family support, 2006 to 2020.
Source: Onward analysis of British Household Panel Survey and Understanding
Society data.
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Looking in greater depth at the type of support provided demonstrates the level of
value that can be delivered by familial proximity. Adults living within half an hour of
their parents are much more likely to provide them with common forms of small
support that help to make older people’s lives a little bit easier. For example, adult
children living close to their older parents are over five times as likely to provide lifts
(29% to 5%), three times as likely to help with the shopping (27% to 7%) and twice as
likely to provide meals (11% to 4%). It is also notable that the small number of people
helping parents with basic personal needs, such as dressing, eating and bathing, are
over three times as likely to live within half an hour of them (2.7% to 0.7%).
Families do much more besides. Older parents living within half an hour of their
adult children are much more likely to provide childcare support for their
grandchildren. When isolating just those families who have grandchildren to care for,
almost half (45%) of those older parents living within 30 minutes of their children
help provide childcare, more than twice the rate of those living further apart (19%).
This helps parents to better juggle work and caring responsibilities, while
strengthening family and intergenerational bonds. Indeed, grandparental support
could be why those adults with a child are significantly more likely to live within 15
minutes of a parent than those without, with some families moving closer in order to
benefit from grandparental childcare.24

Finding connection in the hyper-mobile age
While the increasing trend towards hyper-mobility is putting strains on relationships
and the social fabric of communities more generally, new initiatives are emerging to
respond to the challenge.
There is increasing interest in ensuring that people can live the life they want to
without having to move away, both within Whitehall and beyond. The Government
has made “stay local, go far” the rallying cry of their Levelling Up White Paper,
setting out a raft of policies to ramp up investment in the North and Midlands and a
commitment to get pay, employment and productivity rising in every area of the
UK.25 At the same time, expert bodies like The Bridge Group and the UPP Foundation
are making it easier for graduates to find gainful employment in the areas they
studied. Their recent joint report put forward a suite of recommendations for
Government, universities, and employers, including encouraging university-led
mentoring, training and seed funding for student and graduate start-ups and social
enterprises.26
There has also been an explosion in new initiatives to help people find connection in
this Age of Alienation. For example, The Cares Family, a network of local charities set
up a decade ago to rebuild intergenerational connection, has reduced loneliness in
those attending their social clubs, both young and old.27 During the pandemic, the
organisation’s groundbreaking “3G Social Clubs” initiative, brought three generations
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of people together online - older people, new parents, and young children - to help
combat lockdown loneliness.28 Other ways in which the power of technology is being
harnessed to connect people is through online websites and apps, such as
MeetUp.com, which help people living far from family and friends to find groups of
people with shared interests.
And new ideas are emerging to respond to the impact of declining family proximity
on older age care. Hilary Cottam’s Circle project - which she describes as a “part
social club, part concierge service, and part cooperative self-help group” highlighted a new way of helping older people find genuinely meaningful connection.
For a small membership fee, Circle provided older people with a rich social calendar,
from coffee mornings to cooking classes, as well as a free landline number that could
be called for practical or emotional support. Crucially, while many charities and local
councils seek to support older people through befriending services, Circle brought
older people together, allowing them to make friends naturally with people who
shared their interests, making their connection all the more meaningful and
valuable.29
Yet despite this upswing in new programmes and organisations to help mitigate the
impact of hyper-mobility on connection, the community hubs that underpin these
initiatives and provide a space for people to meet are under threat, from the town
hall to the local pub. In order to sustain this surge in new initiatives and reverse the
decline in connection, local people must be supported to protect these community
hubs, as discussed in the next chapter.
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Place
Every community should have secure streets and a
positive environment
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In recent decades, there has been a strong decline in identification with feelings of
place and belonging. In the last eight years alone, the proportion of people reporting
that they strongly belong to their neighbourhood has fallen from more than three
quarters to less than two thirds (78% to 65%), while the proportion stating that they
trust many of their neighbours has fallen by 8 percentage points (50% to 42%).30
It appears that one of the reasons for this decline is the wider deterioration in the
state of local communities. As previous Onward research has shown, around twothirds of people believe that their community has declined in their lifetime.
Meanwhile, polling from Public First shows that one-in-five people (22%) believe that
local pride in their area is much weaker than it was fifty years ago. Reversing this
decline and restoring pride of place has been stated as one of the key objectives for
the Government’s levelling up agenda. 31
But what is driving this loss of belonging? As outlined above, relationships strained
by hyper-mobility and reduced free time make it harder to engage in community life.
In this chapter we look at two further developments: the decline in the number of
shared community spaces, from pubs to spaces on the high street, and the rising
prevalence, in some places, of certain crimes and anti-social behaviour.

The deterioration of the lived environment
As research for Cambridge University’s Bennett Institute has noted, some types of
local assets in a community are “essential to building greater levels of trust and
cohesion” within a community, bringing people together from different walks of life
and bridging divides in our society.32 Data from the Community Life Survey suggests
that community halls, youth clubs, and sport facilities are local assets which have a
particularly strong association with higher levels of trust and belonging among
young people. Under-35s living in an area with a community hall are 25% more likely
to trust their neighbours and 14% more likely to feel they belong to their
neighbourhood. Young people with access to a youth club are similarly 10% more
likely to trust their neighbours and 14% more likely to report belonging. Finally, those
living close to sporting facilities are 17% more likely to trust their neighbours, but are
not significantly more likely to report belonging.33
The value of these hubs for social fabric lie in their providing a shared space for local
people to meet and for groups, clubs and volunteering activities to take place. And
yet it is precisely these local institutions that are under threat. Analysis by the YMCA
has found that local authority spending on young people across England fell by over
70% between 2010 and 2019, with the decline sharpest in the West Midlands and the
North East. This was not replaced by philanthropic or private funding, resulting in
760 youth centres closing.34 Furthermore, Onward’s own analysis suggests that local
authority spending on both community centres and sports and recreation facilities
has fallen in real terms since 2008, by 41% and 47% respectively. 35 And recent
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analysis by Sheffield Hallam University and ACRE suggests that 140 community halls
are likely to have been forced to close by the pandemic.36
But while we should be concerned with the decline in many forms of bridging hubs,
one is particularly concerning within the British context: the local pub. Samuel
Johnson’s declaration that “there is nothing which has yet been contrived by man, by
which so much happiness is produced as by a good tavern” points to the fact that
pubs are one of the most important community spaces in every community.
According to some surveys, nearly 9 in 10 people (86%) of people believe that a
community suffers when a pub closes, and data suggests those people would be
right.37 According to the Community Life Survey, young people living in an area with
a local pub are 12 percentage points more likely to say that many people in their
community can be trusted (33% to 20%), and 6 percentage points more likely to
report “never” or “hardly ever” feeling lonely (42% to 36%).38 One academic study
found that pubs also reduce loneliness for the elderly, concluding that pub trips
“provided social interactions to fill otherwise lengthy gaps in social contact”,
particularly for those geographically isolated from family. 39 Analysis also suggests
that people living in areas where a disproportionately large number of pubs have
closed are more likely to vote for populist parties, suggesting that the decline of pubs
and other keystone community hubs could be contributing to political polarisation. 40
Despite their important role, pubs are under increasing pressure. The number of
pubs across the UK has fallen from 64,000 in 1990 to just 47,000 in 2019, a closure
rate of around 11 pubs a week, with the East of England, the South East, North West
and London disproportionately impacted.41 Many of the places with the greatest loss
of pubs have faced acute social and political challenges: in the last twenty years,
Barking and Dagenham has had the largest decline in numbers, losing two-thirds of
its pubs since 2001, while Luton, Burnley, and Hyndburn have all lost more than half
of their pubs. Then came the pandemic. While official figures are not yet available,
market analysts AlixPartners suggest that over 3,200 pubs and bars permanently
closed between March 2020 and September 2021, a rate of almost 30 closures a
day.42
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Figure 6: Decline in number of pubs by local authority, 2001 to 2019.
Source: Onward analysis of ONS Pub employment data 43
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High streets are another crucial community asset capable of strengthening local
pride which have struggled both before and during the pandemic. Recent polling by
Public First has found that over half of people who said their high street had
worsened in recent years cited the closures of small independent shops and more
boarded up premises.44 Indeed, between 2015 and 2018 alone, almost two-thirds of
local authorities across England experienced a decline in the proportion of workers
employed on the high street. The pandemic has exacerbated these trends: the
proportion of empty stores in Great Britain hit a record high of 14.5% in 2021, with
high streets in the North East, North West and Yorkshire and the Humber the most
likely to contain empty units.45 The pandemic also showed the resilience of
independent stores to the rise of online retail: statistics from the Local Data
Company suggest that three times as many chain stores closed in the first half of
2020 as independent retailers, as a result of the independent market being “more
agile, bringing in new product lines and offering food deliveries”. 46
Communal green spaces also play a known role in strengthening positive social
norms and belonging in local places. As Public Health England’s review of access to
green space has noted, well used green spaces can help to reduce antisocial
behaviour.47 Unfortunately, the quality of green space has declined in recent years,
with APSE analysis finding that local authorities have cut around £190 million from
their parks budgets over the last five years. This has been associated with the
proportion of parks and green spaces in good condition falling from around 60% to
around 40% in just eight years. Areas with the lowest proportion of parks rated good
include Yorkshire and the Humber, the North West, and the North East, highlighting
the geographic divide in quality of park.48 Given the impact of the pandemic on
public finances, we can expect funding pressures on parks to worsen further.
The devastating impact of the pandemic on already beleaguered “bridging” hubs, to
use Robert Putnam’s terminology demonstrates the long-term damage which Covid
has likely wrought on connection, belonging and local pride. In addition to the direct
impact of the closure of these keystone community assets, there is also likely to be
an indirect impact by worsening the other development driving the decline in the
environment of communities: crime and anti-social behaviour.
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Figure 7: Percentage change of high street employment as proportion of all
employment by local authority, 2015-18.
Source: Onward analysis of ONS data49
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Broken Windows
But a community is much more than just bricks and mortar. Rising forms of visible,
“broken windows” crime also appears to be contributing to the decline of connection
and belonging. Indeed, when Public First asked people why local pride had declined
in their area, the most popular response was a rise in anti-social behaviour (43%).50
Similarly, a participatory workshop held in Barnsley by Onward last year found that,
when asked what problems there were in the local area, local people immediately
raised the issue of crime and antisocial behaviour, noting “there’s a lot of fighting”
and “some people might say there’s a drug problem”.
Nationally, crime has been in long-term decline for decades. The Crime Survey for
England and Wales, which measures individuals’ reported experiences of crime,
reached a record low of just under 6 million offences in 2019-20, less than one-third
of the 20 million crimes reported in 1995.51 But this improving national picture
disguises both increases in specific types of offence in recent years and the
prevalence of crime and anti-social behaviour in particular pockets of the country.
Detailed data on police recorded crime shows that specific offences have become
increasingly common in recent years. While possession of weapons offences fell to a
record low in 2012, they have since more than doubled, for example. After almost a
decade of decline between 2008 and 2017, drug offences have since increased by
almost 40%. And theft offences grew every year between 2014 and 2019, an increase
of 15% across the period - although the Covid lockdowns dramatically reduced the
number of these incidents.52 While some of these increases may be due to higher
rates of police recording following the former Home Secretary Theresa May’s police
reforms, these trends suggest that some forms of more visible or visceral crime are
becoming more prevalent.
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Figure 8: Percentage increase in police recorded drug crime, 2019-20 to 202021.
Source: Onward analysis of Police Force data on police recorded crime,
percentage change between March 2019 to February 2020 and March 2020 to
February 2021. [Note: Greater Manchester is excluded, as Greater Manchester
Police have not released full data for these two periods.]
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here is a strong geographic element to this changing crime picture too. Just 15 local
authorities account for over one-third of the 22,200 increase in drug offences
witnessed in the first 12 months of the pandemic. While many of these were in
London, other urban areas across the country were also key hotspots, including
Liverpool, Sheffield, Leeds, Bradford and Wakefield.53 A shopkeeper in Hartlepool or
Middlesbrough is 17 times more likely to be the victim of shoplifting than one in
Rutland. A police officer in Manchester is 14 times as likely to report someone
carrying an illegal weapon than a fellow Lancastrian police officer in the Ribble
Valley. And a family living in Burnley is five times more likely to experience a burglary
in their home than a family living in Broadland.54
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Disparities in these kinds of visible crime are partly explained by variation in the
social fabric of a place. Crime experts have acknowledged the link between
environment and behaviour in communities since James Wilson and George Kelling
put forward their “broken windows" theory in the 1980s. This suggests that disorder
- both physical disorder, such as vacant buildings, broken windows, and litter, and
social disorder, such as anti-social behaviour - can cause people to withdraw from
community life, undercut social norms, and exacerbate crime. 55
More recently, Power to Change have noted that “many communities feel frustrated
by empty buildings blighting their neighbourhoods”, and that this can contribute
towards a “downward spiral of crime, anti-social behaviour”, and “a loss of pride in
place”.56 This echoes the findings of the Portas Review in 2011 which found that a
decline in the high street could produce a sense of detachment from the community
and disengagement.57
This is reinforced by comparing data on police recorded offences for visible crime
with elements of community strength. While most of the correlation between the
Social Fabric Index score of a place and its crime rate is explainable by deprivation,
this does not hold true for some specific types of visible crime. For example, the
overall Social Fabric score explains around 5.4% of local authority burglary rates,
after accounting for the area’s Indices of Multiple Deprivation score. As a visible
crime, linked to weak social fabric, burglary is a “broken windows” crime both
literally and figuratively.58
At the same time, community level responses to crime have diminished in recent
years. While there is no statistical link between overall police officer numbers and
crime rates, and indeed crime rates fell in lockstep with police officer numbers from
2010, the relationship with other forms of community law enforcement is less clear
cut. In part due to the recent rise in warranted officer numbers, the number of Police
Community Support Officers has fallen considerably in recent years, down 45% since
2010 in England and Wales.59 This has been driven by decreases in England, with the
number of PCSOs in Wales rising by 22% across the period. 60 This decline in England
is concerning, given that a 2019 study by the College of Policing found that PCSO
patrols increased public reporting of crimes and could increase public confidence in
the police due to their more regular presence.61
Furthermore, the number of households across England and Wales engaged in a
Neighbourhood Watch scheme has halved since 2000, with the decline sharpest in
the North East (71%) and Yorkshire and the Humber (68%). 62 Separate research by the
College of Policing found that for every 100 crimes in the UK, an average of 15 are
prevented by Neighbourhood Watch schemes.63
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Figure 9: Change in numbers of Police Community Support Officers by Police
Force Area, 2010 to 2021.
Source: House of Commons Library. [Note, 2018 data used for Norfolk as PCSOs
abolished in 2019].64
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The geography of trust
We can also see considerable variation in the levels of social trust between places. In
Figure 10 below, we use demographic modelling and large sample polling to estimate
the share of people that believe “other people can be trusted” by local authority. The
results are striking: 26% of people in the least trusting place, Middlesbrough, think
that others can be trusted, compared to 54% in the most trusting, East Renfrewshire.
At first glance, there appears to be a correlation with post-industrial decline, with
South Wales, the North West and some parts of the North East most afflicted by
poor levels of social trust.
This is instructive for wider economic analysis of these areas: economists have long
held that social trust is a prerequisite for a well-functioning economy, and the likes
of Elinor Ostrom and Douglass North have found that trust is a strong predictor of
economic growth. More recently, the Government acknowledged in their Levelling
Up White Paper that social capital is one of the key drivers of levelling up, alongside
physical, human, intangible, financial and institutional capital. 65
There is a clear relationship between other visible crimes and local trust. Highertrust areas tend to have lower rates of shoplifting and weapons offences. Even after
controlling for the level of deprivation in a constituency, the impact of local trust
remains, explaining an additional 7.4% of the variation in shoplifting rates and 4.5%
of the variation in possession of weapons offences.66 While only correlative, this
suggests that high levels of “broken window” crimes may be directly undermining
social trust.
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Figure 10: Social trust by parliamentary constituency.
Source: Onward analysis of British Social Attitudes 2019 and Chris Hanretty,
2019.67
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Protecting pride of place
Communities are taking an increasing interest in protecting the local assets that
matter most to them. Take for example the small village of Trawden in Lancashire
which recently became the first community to take ownership of their local library,
post office, shop, and pub. The village’s acquisition of the Trawden Arms, the
community’s local pub for the last 126 years, has thrown a lifeline to vulnerable
elderly people who rely on a friendship group provided through the pub, which
meets there regularly for lunches.68
At the same time, there is an increasing interest in Westminster for targeting
resources towards neighbourhood-level, community policing. At the Spending
Review, ministers expanded the Safer Streets Fund and targeted the pot towards the
prevention of “broken windows” crimes like burglary, robbery, and vehicle theft. 69
The Opposition have also brought forward plans to “restore neighbourhood policing”
through a national rollout of Neighbourhood Prevention Teams, bringing together
police, community support officers, and youth workers and tackle anti-social
behaviour.70
And pioneering Police and Crime Commissioners are already showing how
responding to crime can be blended with placemaking. For example, in Scunthorpe,
the Humberside PCC has created seven community gardens in one of the most
deprived estates in England to both disrupt motorcycle getaways and improve the
lived environment in the area.71 In Wiltshire, the police have recently launched a
volunteer force of riders in the countryside, to help report on crimes in quiet areas
where criminals believe they can act with impunity. 72
But while there is increasing interest in helping communities take on a greater role
in levelling up their place and tackling crime, this can only be achieved if local people
are able to actively engage in community life, made difficult by a range of obstacles
from time constraints to a lack of awareness of opportunities. Alongside a devolution
of power, we need an evolution of engagement. This must include targeted action to
support those least able to engage in community life including renters, those in
unconventional forms of work, and young people.
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Home
Everyone should be able to engage in community life,
wherever they live

Summary of the
argument
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One of the least discussed aspects of the UK’s broken housing market is how a lack of
housing security is weakening connection and making it harder for people to engage
in community life. As Onward found in The State of the Social Fabric and Brian
McCabe argues in No Place Like Home, those in secure housing are more likely to
interact regularly with other members of their community. 73 Other academic studies
suggest that homeowners are more likely than private renters to come to view
themselves as part of their neighbourhood, either through interactions with
neighbours or membership of local groups, and that ownership creates an incentive
to care for the local community and place, given its impact on their house price.74
So what does secure housing look like? The most secure form of housing is home
ownership, with those families and individuals fortunate enough to afford to buy, on
average, staying in the same home for the longest period of time (16 years). Those in
social housing, provided either by the local council or a housing association, are also
likely to stay in the same home for a relatively long period (11 years on average), due
to long-term tenancy agreements and rents significantly below market value. In
contrast, the average private renter stays in the same home for 4 years, less than half
the time of a social renter and a quarter of the time of an owner occupier. 75

Home is where the heart is
Less time in a neighbourhood leads unsurprisingly to less contribution to its social
fabric. According to the Community Life Survey, those living in an owned home are
34% more likely to trust many of their neighbours and are 25% more likely to report
a strong sense of belonging to their neighbourhood than those in a rented home. Nor
are these disparities simply a reflection of age, with a similar divide in trust and
belonging between 16-34 years olds who live in an owned home and those in rented
accommodation.76
Furthermore, as Noreena Hertz has argued, renters are unlikely to “want to put time
and effort into building ties and contributing to a community if you think you’re soon
out the door and heading to another neighbourhood again”. 77 This is supported by
data showing that those people who say they do not plan to stay in the same
neighbourhood for the next few years are less likely to be members of groups and
organisations than those who do plan to stay (42% to 51%).78
This divide appears to be driven by housing insecurity. As noted in the first chapter
on relationships, data shows that the longer an adult has lived in a community, the
more likely they are to feel they strongly belong to their neighbourhood and that
their neighbours can be trusted. As a result, insecure tenancies are associated with
lower community engagement. This is a particular issue for young people, who have
the highest rates of tenancy turnover in the sector: over one-quarter of private
renters (29%) between the ages of 25 and 34 spend less than a year in their home,
twice the proportion of owner-occupiers (13%) of the same age and almost three
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times those in social housing within this age range (10%).79
The length of time the average private renter and owner has spent in their home has
remained broadly steady in recent years. But the proportion of households in each
sector has not. As of 2020, almost one-in-five households are now private renters
(19%) up 7 percentage points since 1980.80 The increase among younger people has
been even faster. Between 2003 and 2013, the proportion of young adults renting
doubled from 26% to 52%. Although this figure has slowly declined slightly since,
reaching 43% in 2020, it remains stubbornly high. 81 The aggregate effect is to
considerably accelerate mobility between homes, eroding people’s ability to put
down roots and for strong communities to form. Given the greater security that
having one’s own home provides, one of the best ways to help private renters spend
more time in the same neighbourhood and give them the chance to engage in
community life would be to boost home ownership.
But for a large minority of renters, this is simply not achievable: around two-fifths
(39%) of renters believe they will never be able to buy their own home.82 This
scepticism is not misplaced. People on average incomes are increasingly being priced
out of buying in whole areas of the country. The maps below compare local average
wages to the lower quartile price for a terraced house in their area, in both 2002 and
2021. The figures show the house price as a percentage of the total potential
mortgage that a couple on average wages in the area could afford (two local average
salaries, multiplied by four). Those above 100% - local authorities where the cost of a
lower quartile priced terrace house would be in excess of the mortgage that could be
raised - are capped at this figure and shown in dark orange.
As you can see, in 2002, a couple on a local average income could afford a belowaverage priced terraced house with a mortgage in all but 6 local authorities across
England. As of 2021, that figure has risen to 69, with most of these areas
concentrated in London and the South. As the maps show, while large parts of
London and the South East were unaffordable in 2002, this has now spread across
almost all of London and the South, effectively putting home ownership beyond the
reach of average earners in these areas without help from family or government
subsidies.
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Figure 11: Mortgage affordability of property for a couple each on a median
income purchasing a lower-quartile priced terraced house.
Source: Onward analysis of ONS, 2021. “Earnings and hours worked, place of
residence by local authority” and ONS, 2022. “Lower quartile house prices for
administrative geographies: HPSSA dataset 15”, Table 2d. 83
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The decline of social housing
Alongside home ownership, social housing is one of the most secure forms of
housing available. Those living in homes provided by local authorities and housing
associations are more likely to have long-term tenancies, while rents in the sector
are typically around half that of the local private market. These long-term tenancies
and affordable rents provide the security necessary for individuals and families to
remain in the same home for longer periods of time.84 This may be one reason why
social housing has higher rates of belonging and social attachment than other forms
of tenure, as explored previously in Onward’s Age of Alienation report.85
And yet social housing has become increasingly difficult to access for those on low
incomes at the same time as homeownership has become further out of reach. While
Right to Buy has been a success in helping people on low incomes to attain home
ownership, a failure to adequately replenish sold homes has contributed to a
significant fall in social housing stock. Between 1980 and 2020, the numbers of social
housing across England fell by a quarter, from 5.5 million to 4.1 million. 86
There is also a significant geographic divide in the availability of social housing for
those in need. For example, in 2019, more than one fifth of households in Newham
(21%) were on the waiting list for a social rented home, in comparison to just 0.1% in
Stafford. Some organisations like St Mungo’s have argued that these lengthy waiting
lists are making it harder to help rough sleepers to turn their lives around, given that
social housing is often the most appropriate form of independent move-on
accommodation.87
Taken together, declining home ownership and the fall of housing available for social
rent has pushed more and more people into the private rented sector. Since 2000,
the share of households living in secure homes, either owned or socially rented, fell
by 9.6% across England.88 While this in itself is not an issue, insecure tenancies and
poor standards in the private sector are leading people to moving more frequently.

Rootless and fancy free
The main consequence of more people trapped in the private rented sector, jumping
from rented home to rented home every few years, is reduced community
engagement. Although the distances travelled when moving home for housingrelated reasons are usually too short (on average 14km) to play a significant factor in
declining proximity between loved ones, they are usually far enough to uproot
people from their neighbourhood and their immediate neighbours. 89
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One of the reasons for this volatility are the poor standards of homes in the private
rented sector. Almost one-quarter (23%) of private renter households live in nondecent homes, significantly higher than rates among owners and social renters. This
includes almost one-third of private renters with someone over the age of 75 living in
the household and one-fifth of those with children.90 Partly as a result of these low
standards, those in the private rented sector are 18 times as likely to be dissatisfied
with their tenure than owner occupiers.91
Not only does this volatility weaken renters’ sense of belonging to their
neighbourhood and their trust in neighbours, as discussed above, but these frequent
moves are also associated with lower levels of community activity. For example,
those living in owned homes are 50% more likely to volunteer as private renters (21%
to 14%) and are 40% more likely to be members of an organisation (57% to 39%).92
These gaps are not a reflection of age: private renters are less likely to volunteer or
be members of a community group across all age brackets.
On top of community engagement, volatility in the rented sector also damages other
aspects of social fabric, particularly family life. Constant moves can be damaging for
the well-being of children. Shelter has found that one-in-ten parents in the private
rented sector report that the insecurity of their tenancy made it more difficult for
their child to settle into their home while one-quarter reported that moves either
undermined their child’s education, friendships or wellbeing.93 The latest data
demonstrates the scale of house-hopping children, with 21% of all families with kids
in the private sector living in their residence for less than one year, twice the rate in
the socially rented sector and almost five times the rate for owner occupiers.94 A
recent survey by Metropolitan Thames Valley Housing also found that one-third of
young people said that uncertainty about their future living situation affects their
decision on whether to start a family.95
Finally, private renters spend far more of their earnings on rent than owner
occupiers do on their mortgage (31% to 18%), making it harder for renters to save
enough for the deposit they need to get onto the housing ladder and pay their bills. 96
Given that private renters are much less likely than social renters to live in the most
energy efficient homes, rated EPC-A to C, energy bills are particularly difficult for
them to meet.97
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Restoring secure homes
While it is easy to despair over our broken housing market, there are increasing
grounds for optimism, in regards to delivering more secure housing and addressing
shoddy standards in the private rented sector.
First, it is noteworthy that the pandemic appears to have led to a temporary spike in
home ownership. Being confined in tiny, substandard flats has incentivised many
people to buy their own home, while the savings accrued from the lost year has
made it more financially feasible for some people to do so. As a result, the number of
first-time buyers is estimated to have shot to an almost twenty-year high of 408,000
households in 2021.98
Second, a number of new community-focused ideas and initiatives to drive up
affordable housing delivery are emerging. While still accounting for a small share of
the housing market, Community Land Trusts are on the rise. These non-profit
organisations own and develop land for the benefit of local people, delivering and
managing homes along with community hubs. The homes they develop are typically
for social or affordable rent or for Shared Ownership, with prices and rents kept
permanently affordable through a legal “asset lock” that prevents disproportionate
increases in the value of the home.99
So far, the 548 CLTs across England and Wales have only delivered 1,100 homes, but
there are 7,100 more on the way, and their game-changing blend of affordable
housing and community regeneration is already being felt. 100 Residents in the exmining town of Dinnington, Yorkshire have created a CLT which is delivering on
their Neighbourhood Plan to deliver 30 new socially rented homes and to regenerate
business in their town centre. The Leeds Community Homes CLT, supported by
funding from Power to Change, is about to break ground on their plan to build 30
homes in Armley, one of the most deprived areas of the city. And in Liverpool, the
Homebaked CLT, initially set up to save an iconic local bakery in Anfield, is building
several new homes and community spaces in the area, including a community
brewery.101
Meanwhile, Policy Exchange has brought forward another innovative proposal to
harness the power of community to solve the housing crisis, advocating “street
votes”, an idea Housing Secretary Michael Gove MP has expressed interest in. These
votes would allow residents to agree strict rules on designs for developments in their
neighbourhood, creating community buy-in for more homes in their area and
bypassing NIMBYism.102 And private companies with a social conscience, like
Rentplus, are offering affordable rent-to-buy properties, leveraging investment from
pension funds to help low income households into secure homes they can one day
own.103
Third, there is an acknowledgment that standards in the private rented sector are
simply unacceptable and need overhauling. In 2019, the Government committed to
ban no-fault evictions whereby private landlords can repossess their property at
whim, with this measure to be included in the forthcoming Renters’ Rights Bill.104
More recently, ministers have confirmed they will consult on introducing a legally
binding Decent Homes Standard for the private sector, complementing the existing
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Standard for social housing, as part of their commitment to halve the number of
non-decent rented homes by 2030. They have also agreed to consult on introducing
a National Landlord Register to put rogue landlords on notice. 105
But even if this budding renaissance in community-led housing and the
Government’s increasing willingness to drive up standards in the private rented
sector does end the trend of people bouncing from home to home every few years,
this alone will not drive the evolution of engagement necessary to restitch our social
fabric. Many of those people in insecure housing are also in insecure and
unconventional forms of work, which also act as a barrier to engagement in
community life.
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Work
Everyone should be able to engage in community life,
whatever their job

Summary of the
argument
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Historically, working class jobs have been associated with a strong sense of
belonging. Night colleges were first developed as subscription classes by trade
unions in the North of England; working men’s clubs have a long history of providing
community to workers; and many employers, from Cadbury to Rowntree, took it
upon themselves to invest in the social lives of their workforce as well as their skills
and economic potential.
No longer. Today, many blue collar jobs increasingly act as a barrier to connection
and belonging in one’s community. And many places which relied on large industrial
employers to provide social leadership have seen those companies and jobs
disappear. In their place, they have seen the rise of lower skilled jobs, especially
unconventional work such as flexible contracts and night shifts, erode predictable
work and family patterns that are necessary for meaningful community engagement.

The downsides of the flexible economy
The social effects of the informal economy are not well understood. Onward analysis
of Understanding Society data reveals that those on zero hour contracts are 16
percentage points less likely to feel they feel similar to their neighbours (39% to
55%), while temporary workers are 11 percentage points less likely to regularly talk to
their neighbours (50% to 61%), and those working nights are 9 percentage points less
likely to feel they belong to their neighbourhood (50% to 59%). As with private
renters, helping this section of society to engage in community life has become an
increasingly pressing issue as the size of the workforce engaged in these
unconventional forms of work has grown rapidly.
The number of night workers has remained broadly steady between 2006 and the
beginning of the pandemic, hovering at around 3 million workers, but the number of
workers in low paid, insecure forms of work has increased. 106 Using the methodology
developed by the Living Wage Foundation for theirInsecurity Complex report, kindly
provided by the Foundation, our own analysis shows that there are 3.7 million people
in the UK in “low paid and insecure work”, a rise of 738,000 since 2011. 107 There is a
good deal of overlap between those people in low paid, insecure work and those
working night shifts: 20% of employees identified through the Living Wage
Foundation’s methodology as being in low paid, insecure work are regularly working
nights. This is significantly more than the 12% of all employees generally who
regularly work nights.108
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Figure 12: Community engagement by type of work 2017-19.
Source: Onward analysis of Understanding Society, Wave 9: 2017-18 and Wave
10: 2018-19. [Note: Figures show the extent to which individuals “strongly agreed”
with propositions].
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Figure 13: Number and proportion of workers in low paid, insecure work, 201120.
Source: Onward analysis of Labour Force Survey and Family Resources Survey
data, Living Wage Foundation methodology.
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Lacking autonomy and solidarity
There appear to be two main developments driving this lack of connection among
those in unconventional forms of work: a lack of autonomy in the workplace and the
broader decline in worker solidarity across the workforce generally.
First, those in unconventional forms of work are less likely to have autonomy over
their working conditions, particularly their working hours. Over three-fifths of night
workers (62%) report that they have no autonomy over the hours they work, well
over double the proportion of those who work in the day (27%). Those on zero hour
contracts are similarly more likely to report having no autonomy over the hours they
work, although to a lesser degree (40%).109
This matters because a lack of autonomy over working hours can make it harder for
workers to plan their personal lives, making engaging in community and family life
more challenging. For example, polling by the Living Wage Foundation found that
40% of those in insecure low paid work and who were given short notice of working
hours said that this negatively impacted their ability to plan their personal lives,
while 37% had to cancel social plans.110 The lack of ability to plan on levels of
community engagement is highlighted by figures across the workforce more
generally: workers reporting high levels of autonomy over working hours are
significantly more likely to have volunteered in the last year and to be members of an
organisation, compared to those reporting no autonomy over working hours. 111
For those in insecure and unconventional forms of work, autonomy is all the more
important given that there are often barriers in other areas of their lives making
community engagement more difficult. Those in temporary and zero hours contract
work slightly more likely to rent than regular workers, while night workers are
almost twice as likely.112 As a result, many people are struggling with both a lack of
security at home and at work.
Second, the more general decline in worker solidarity across society has
disproportionately impacted those in insecure and unconventional work. Those
working unsocial hours, such as night workers, and working alone, such as those in
the gig economy, are the kind of people who most benefited from bridging
organisations, such as trade unions and working men’s clubs. These clubs often acted
as hearts of communities, bringing together working class people from across the
economy, but the number of these clubs has fallen by 2,400 since the 1970s, a decline
driven by both changes to society and lower alcohol prices in the retail sector. 113
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The impact of this is generally lower rates of participation in community activities,
particularly among night workers, who are half as likely to volunteer and significantly
less likely to be members of a group. The picture is more nuanced with zero hour
contract workers and temporary workers, who are actually more likely to volunteer
(perhaps as a result of greater time flexibility), although slightly less likely to be
group members.114
That those on zero hour contracts and in temporary work are more likely to
volunteer but, as discussed above, are less likely to feel connected to their
community than regular workers points to the idea that some of those in insecure
work have sufficient leisure time to spend engaged in their community, but lack the
security needed to reap the full benefits of civic life. So, can those in unconventional
employment be empowered with greater security at work without sacrificing the
shorter hours that some of them enjoy?
Figure 14: Community engagement by work type, 2017-19.
Source: Onward analysis of Understanding Society, Wave 9: 2017-18 and Wave
10: 2018-19.
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While trade unions have played a crucial role in fostering solidarity and protecting
workers’ rights in the past, they are no longer fulfilling either of these functions.
Union membership has halved since the election of Margaret Thatcher, with
numbers at their lowest level since 1940.115 Workers who most need a trade union to
provide them with a sense of community and protect their rights are also less likely
to be members. For example, membership rates among zero hours contract workers
are a third of those for ordinary employees (8% to 24%). And it is not clear whether
trade union membership makes a material difference in the increasingly crucial area
of autonomy over working hours. Night workers are more likely to be union
members than regular employees (30% to 24%) but, as noted above, a majority of
night workers report they have no control over the hours they work, twice the
proportion of day workers.116

Reconnecting workers
Despite the increase in the number of workers in low paid, insecure work and the
decline of bridging institutions for working class people, there are signs of progress
in adapting to some of these changes.
First, there are indications that the days of the unregulated gig economy are coming
to an end. In recent years, the Taylor Review and the May Government’s Good Work
Plan have put forward a number of proposals to improve conditions in the gig
economy. These included the right to request a more predictable contract, the right
to decline shifts given at short-notice, and legislation to clarify employment status,
to prevent rogue employers misclassifying their workers in order to shirk their legal
responsibilities to them.117
And although the Employment Bill which would introduce legislative changes is yet
to materialise, the Courts have made headway in enforcing some of the existing
requirements in this area. Last February, the Supreme Court dismissed Uber’s appeal
against an employment tribunal that its drivers should be classed as workers, not
contractors, and therefore given minimum wages, pension contributions and paid
holiday.118 This should in theory start to set standards for the rest of the gig economy.
Second, there are signs of a renaissance in organisations to support workers rights.
New trade unions, such as the App Drivers & Couriers Union and the Independent
Workers’ Union of Great Britain, have recently emerged and won legal battles over
the recognition of workers’ rights in the gig economy. 119 Similarly, new centre-right
trade unions such as Union Blue are also emerging, reflecting the recent shifts in the
electoral landscape.120
At the same time, new digital networks are emerging to increase worker solidarity
and cement better rights. Organise, for example, is a worker-driven network of over
a million people who support each other’s rights at work through a blend of
personalised support, collective action, and digital campaigning techniques, helping
to complement the traditional role of the unions. Surveying 10% of the network
anonymously every week, Organise pinpoints shared challenges in industries and
specific companies and exposes them through online campaigns. To date, the
platform has already exposed harassment at Ted Baker and won a pay rise for
Superdrug warehouse staff.121 Similarly, Breakroom is seeking to build a community-
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powered rating for every job in the world, available online, to boost transparency. To
date they have rated over 205,000 jobs across 1,700 employers. 122
Finally, while there is no getting away from their national decline, in many
communities across the country, working people’s clubs are bucking the trend. For
instance, the West End Working Men's Club & Institute in Leicester still boasts 900
members, which they credit to attracting younger people to groups and classes at
the club, while the New Hartley Residents Club in Northumberland has seen
membership increase due to people feeling isolated in the wake of the pandemic. 123
Meanwhile, social entrepreneurs are piloting new ways to bring working people
together and helping them to find more meaning in their work. For example, Hilary
Cottam’s Backr initiative helped people to uncover their dream career, to find an
initial job in that direction, and to progress within their field over time, all achieved
through a club setting. The Backr process began with meetups, where groups of
people met to discuss the career they wanted and organisers and other attendees
encouraged them to go after opportunities. As Cottam has noted “it is the attitudes
of those around us that play as large if not a larger role in determining our attitudes
and access to work” which “is why Backr tackled the ‘social glue’ head on and
emphasised bringing groups together from all walks and stages of life” to achieve
their goals.124
While this upswing in initiatives to protect workers’ rights and to enhance solidarity
between working class people is welcome, the creation of new bridging institutions
and organisations can only go so far in supporting those in unconventional and
insecure work to engage in their communities. To address the crisis of belonging and
connection among gig economy and night workers, ministers must also make use of
the greatest tool for creating stronger community ties: civic contribution.
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Contribution
Everyone should have the opportunity to belong
somewhere and to contribute to its flourishing
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One of the biggest contributors to a fraying social fabric is the declining role of civic
contribution in everyday life, particularly among young people. This matters because
- as philosophers from Aristotle to David Hume, Edmund Burke to Alexis de
Toqueville have noted - civic contribution helps to create reciprocal feelings of
belonging and common sympathy which underpin a strong society.
This is borne out by data. According to the latest wave of the Community Life Survey,
adults who volunteered in the last year were 15 percentage points more likely to say
their neighbours could be trusted (47% to 32%), and 10 percentage points more likely
to report strongly belonging to their neighbourhood (68% to 58%). 125 This suggests
that increasing volunteering rates could help to end the “age of alienation” that
Onward has identified among younger people, as well as help the specific groups
discussed above, from hyper-mobile graduates to insecure renters and workers, to
better engage in community life.
But it is not just young people who are struggling to contribute. As we show below,
the most well-off in our society are giving a smaller share of their monthly pay
packet to charity than lower earners, but are disproportionately interested in
donating to causes to which they have a personal connection. This suggests that the
more affluent and geographically mobile in our society could be encouraged to give
back to their hometowns, helping to prevent the lack of opportunities that resulted
in them moving far from home from impacting the next generation.
Through a focus on supporting young people to volunteer and incentivising the
wealthiest in our society to give more to charity, we can help everyone have the
opportunity to belong somewhere and contribute to its flourishing.

Volunteering
Onward’s previous work, Age of Alienation, highlighted two key barriers to
volunteering among young people. First, the most commonly cited barrier was a lack
of time, with many of the young people we spoke to saying they were “too busy” or
“too knackered to go to the pub let alone volunteer.” Second, many respondents also
spoke of not knowing “where I would go to volunteer or how to find it”, suggesting
that a lack of information and awareness about opportunities to volunteer is a
factor.126
These findings are substantiated by new data from the Community Life Survey on
barriers to volunteering. Those aged 16-34 most often cite barriers relating to a lack
of time, including work, study, family commitments and choosing to spend spare
time in other ways. Barriers involving a lack of information are a secondary factor
but one which disproportionately impacts younger people. For example, those aged
16-34 were more likely than adults generally to say they had never thought about
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volunteering (21% to 16%), hadn’t heard of opportunities (17% to 11%), did not know
any groups that needed help (14% to 11%).
A further one-in-ten young people claimed they had not volunteered as they were
new to the area. This, together with the fact that one-in-seven (14%) of the 16-34
year olds who stopped volunteering stated that their moving away was a factor,
highlights how frequent residential moves can prevent young people from engaging
in community life.127
Figure 15: Barriers to volunteering cited by younger people, 2020-21.
Source: Onward analysis of Community Life Survey, 2020-21
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Given that a lack of information about opportunities is a more significant barrier to
volunteering for younger people, and a barrier more readily resolved than time
constraints, it is worth considering what more can be done to improve awareness of
opportunities. Data from the survey suggests that word of mouth from existing
volunteers is the main way in which young people find out about opportunities, but
that 16 to 34 year olds are also more likely than adults generally to find opportunities
online (22% to 16%). Likewise, they are much more likely to hear about volunteering
opportunities from their school, college or university, with almost half of young
people in education (45%) crediting their school, college or university as helping
them find an opportunity to volunteer, highlighting the key role that educational
institutions could play in better supporting volunteering. 128
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Separate data from the survey demonstrates some of the key levers that could be
pulled to encourage young people to volunteer. First, young people
disproportionately cite the social benefits of volunteering, with meeting new people
and making friends among the top reasons for volunteering, after wanting to help
people and causes. Younger people are also more likely to say that the fact a
volunteer friend encouraged them to get involved than the average person. Second,
young people are also much more likely than adults generally to say that they were
motivated to volunteer by a desire to learn new skills (23% to 14%). A focus on
socialising and personal development are the key benefits to get across to encourage
more young people to volunteer.129

Giving back, not just getting out
In the past, civic society has been sustained in large part through philanthropy.
Those who have done well, often as a result of the fortune and opportunities that
society provides, choose to give back to society through their time and money.
Indeed, much of the modern welfare state originated through philanthropic
innovation, from subscription hospitals and endowed universities to the lending
library and original concept of a local fire and rescue service.
Today this culture of contribution is becoming less visible, and those who have done
well in life appear to no longer feel an obligation to give back to their community, at
least not to the same extent as those on lower incomes. While charitable giving does
increase in absolute terms in line with net income, those earning the most give less
of a proportion of their income to charity than those earning the least. Our analysis
shows that the 10% of households on the lowest incomes give around £6 to charity
for every £1,000 they earn, double the £3 that those in the 10% of wealthiest
households donate.
These findings reinforce a number of other studies which show that high earners are
not giving enough to charity. A recent report by Pro Bono Economics found that the
typical income of the top 1% of earners grew by 10% in real terms between 2011 and
2019, but over the same period the typical donation from top earners fell by over
20%. Had the wealthiest maintained the 2011 levels of donations, charities would be
receiving an extra £1.4 billion per year.130
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Figure 16: Median household donations to charity in the last year per £1,000 of
household income, by household income decile.
Source: Onward analysis of Understanding Society, Wave 10: 2018-19.
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At the same time, the wealthier the individual, the more likely they are to give to
national or international charities rather than local charities. Those on salaries of
over £75,000 are twice as likely to give solely to national or international charities
than solely to local charities (42% to 17%). This may in fact be beneficial, given that
the wealthiest people are closely geographically concentrated in affluent areas, with
analysis by the Institute for Fiscal Studies finding that half of the top 1% of earners
live in just 65 parliamentary constituencies.131 But it does suggest that place-based
giving may be in decline.
When asked what would encourage them to start giving more to charity, high
earners are most likely to say having confidence that their money would be used
efficiently (37%), far more than those on the lowest incomes (20%). In comparison,
those on the lowest incomes are most likely to say having more money would help
them donate more (39% compared to 26% among the wealthiest). The highest
earners are also much more likely than the lowest earners to say knowing that the
charity had helped someone close to them (19% to 10%), more generous tax reliefs
(16% to 5%), and being asked by someone they know (13% to 7%) would encourage
them to give more. Higher earners were also marginally more likely to say knowing
that the money would be spent locally (18% to 16%) would encourage them to donate.
By comparison, lower earners were more likely to say that more information about
charities (14% to 9%) would help them contribute more.132
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Figure 17: Proportion of donations going to local or national and international
charities by annual gross income, 2020-21.
Source: Onward analysis of Community Life Survey, 2020-21
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As outlined above, at present, many graduates are being pushed away from their
hometowns by a lack of opportunity. But graduates give three times as much to
charity as those who left education with GCSEs or A Levels in absolute terms and
more as a proportion of net income.133 Largely as a result of this educational divide,
those living further from their hometowns donate more to charity on average, again
both in absolute terms and as a proportion of income.
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Unleashing the power of place-based giving
Although the national picture for civic contribution is bleak, with young people
struggling to find the time or the opportunities to volunteer and the poorest in our
society shouldering the greatest burden in charitable giving, a number of
enterprising initiatives, organisations, and philanthropists are showing what a
revolution in contribution could look like.
First, there has been an explosion in the use of digital technology to help young
people find opportunities to volunteer. In recent years, a myriad of new apps have
been launched to help people find opportunities to give back, such as Be My Eyes, an
app that connects visually impaired people to sighted volunteers through video calls
to help them with everyday tasks, and Foodbank, an app that alerts people of supply
shortages in their local foodbank, giving them the chance to support vulnerable
people by helping restock.134
Perhaps most interesting of all is Volunteero, a new app launched to respond to the
chaos of the pandemic, which is addressing both the time and awareness barriers to
giving back. The app’s novel approach is to break down volunteering into small
“micro-tasks” that people can do as one-off contributions. The founder, Ashley
Staines, says that he was inspired to create his app because he wanted to do more
volunteering but needed flexible opportunities rather than long-term time
commitments.135
Second, universities are increasingly playing an important civic role in bringing
contribution to their community. For example, the University of Northampton has a
“Changemaker Hub”, which develops partnerships with community groups, voluntary
organisations, and social enterprises, to secure opportunities for their students to
give back to society. The University lists four key areas in which they want students
and staff to give back, each of which is rooted in the local community, from their
aspiration to make Northamptonshire the best county in which to start and grow a
business to their goal of making their county a world class tourist magnet. 136
Some universities are taking their civic responsibility for their communities so
seriously that they are moving beyond just supporting opportunities for students to
volunteer and are connecting older people. For example, a group of universities
including Birmingham and Manchester, are working with the Royal Voluntary Service
to pilot a groundbreaking volunteer buddy scheme staffed by volunteers aged 55 and
over. This new ACE scheme - Active, Connected and Engaged - will see volunteers
matched with over-65s who are beginning to struggle with their mobility, so that the
former can help them get out and about more.137
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Third, ministerial interest in supporting people to give back to their communities is
increasing. In 2020, Alan Mak MP brought forward a Private Members’ Bill to create a
new NHS Reservist system with a pool of volunteers to support hospitals, while Dean
Russell MP proposed an NHS Cadets scheme to provide services like delivering
prescriptions and driving patients to GP appointments. 138 In response, Health
Secretary Sajid Javid announced plans to roll out a new NHS Reserves scheme across
the country, allowing local hospitals to mobilise fully trained staff, such as retired
doctors, to give the NHS extra capacity when it needs it. 139
Finally, we are seeing the green shoots of a truly place-based approach to
philanthropy. For instance, during lockdown, the footballer Marcus Rashford
launched an initiative to deliver free school meals for the local Mancunian charity
FareShare, which soon expanded into a nationwide campaign.140 Other examples
include John Roberts, the Bolton-based founder of AO.com, who has donated
millions to OnSide Youth Zones to bring affordable access to sport and culture for
young Boltonians and business tycoon Doreen Lofthouse who recently bequeathed
£41 million for the regeneration of her hometown of Fleetwood.141
Alongside the efforts of individuals, community groups are increasingly trialing
innovative place-based approaches to contribution. For example, Camden Giving is
demonstrating how participatory grantmaking can bring communities together and
help ensure that spending decisions best benefit local people. Their approach of
convening a Community Panel, consisting of people with lived experience of the
issue at hand, to decide how funding should be spent is a revolutionary idea that can
empower local communities while blending connection and contribution. 142
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The previous five chapters have explored the ways in which a number of the
foundations of the Good Life have been in decline over recent years and decades.
This chapter explores the ways in which we might start to reverse those trends - and
give back people the opportunity to benefit from strong relationships, pride in their
place, a secure home, rewarding work and a strong civic culture of contribution.

Reviving local connection
Recent decades have given rise to rising geographic mobility that provides
opportunity for some people but which can leave some places feeling left behind and
family relationships strained. This presents a dilemma. Policymakers rightly want to
preserve routes to greater opportunity and productivity, such as higher education
and job mobility, but it is clear that more could be done to mitigate the effects on
social relationships and local connections. This section explores practical ways in
which local and familial connection can be revived in a more mobile society.
Recommendation 1. Make it easier for people to care for their elderly loved ones
through a new “Family Care Relief” to support family-led care.
Over the last decade, the number of elderly parents living within 15 minutes of their
adult child has fallen 16%. This has made it harder for their children to provide them
with the everyday support, like getting the shopping or giving them a lift to the
doctors, that helps older people to live independently at home, rather than relying
on the support of the State. At a time when our average age is getting older, and
social care is becoming even more expensive, this is a worrying development. To
address this challenge, the Government should make it easier for people who want to
live close to their elderly parents and support them in their twilight years to be able
to afford to do so.
Many other countries already offer benefits to encourage people to live close enough
to care for their parents. Singapore offers a “Proximity Housing Grant” to encourage
Singaporean families to live close together and provide mutual care and support.
Families buying a flat from the Housing & Development Board can claim a grant
worth £16,470 if they are living with their parents or children or £10,980 if they are
living within 4 kilometres of them. Single people can also claim the grant at half the
rate - £8,230 to live with their parents; £5,490 to live nearby. 143 In Japan, the Tokyo
Metropolitan Government prioritises public housing slots for those seeking to live
close to their elderly parents, while Japanese companies also offer a number of
elderly care benefits as part of their approach to corporate social responsibility. 144
For example, the IT company NEC provides a £3,600 grant to help elderly parents
relocate to live close to or with their employees, while Panasonic lends employees up
to £21,700 for care-related renovations to support their parents.145
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Looking beyond housing, many countries offer a tax allowance for elderly
dependents, helping make it financially easier for elderly people to live with their
adult children. For example, the Singaporean Government provides a “Parent Relief”
on income tax for those taking care of parents aged 55 or above. This is worth
around £4,940 per dependent if the individual is living with their parents or £3,020 if
they are living apart, although to claim the latter, the carer must have incurred a cost
of at least £1,100 in supporting them.146 Japan and South Korea also offer income tax
reliefs for adult children living with their elderly parents or in-laws, worth up to
£3,700 and £620 respectively.147
Learning from successful schemes abroad, ministers should create a new “Family
Care Relief” to support family led care. This would be a tax relief provided to those
living with or within 10 miles of an elderly parent, in order to reward families for
caring for loved ones. The Government already provides considerable support to
help parents care for their children in the form of child benefit, childcare subsidies
and parental leave; it is not unreasonable for the state to support children to do the
same for their parents, especially given the considerable savings for the NHS and
social care system.
The “Family Care Relief” could be delivered in a variety of ways. It could be an
interest-free loan of £10,000, similar to a student maintenance loan, available to
adults moving to live with or near elderly relatives. This would be interest-free for
five years, allowing children to move close to their elderly parents temporarily to
provide care.148 A more generous entitlement would be a tax rebate, for example a
temporary income tax relief similar to marriage tax allowance or a temporary
discount on property taxes associated with relocation, such as council tax or stamp
duty. Either way, the intention would be to create incentives for families to live
nearby to support stronger local family networks.
Given the increasing cost of adult social care to the Exchequer, any policies that can
support informal family-based care and keep older people living independently from
the State for longer have the potential to generate savings. For example, the latest
data from the ONS estimates that the gross value added to the UK economy by
informal adult social care was £64.4 billion in 2016. This is based upon the estimated
number of hours of informal adult care provided, and the number of adult social care
workers that would be required to deliver this amount of care.149 Separate research
by Carers UK and the University of Sheffield puts the figure even higher at £155.7
billion.150 Going with the more conservative estimate, if the Parent Premium scheme
generated a just 5% increase in informal family based care, this would save the
Treasury over £3 billion per year.
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To ensure that the “Family Care Relief” genuinely does improve intergenerational
family proximity and reduce the burden of adult social care costs on the state, the
scheme could be piloted in a handful of local authorities with poor levels of family
proximity. The results of these pilots could then be analysed and used to inform a
wider rollout across the UK.
Recommendation 2. Expand Youth Hubs to become a one-stop-shop for young
people seeking connection away from home.
Ministers have recognised the important role of youth services in helping people to
find connection and improve themselves. For example, the Levelling Up White Paper
announced £288 million to deliver up to 300 new and refurbished youth facilities
over the next three years.151 While welcome, more action is needed to help young
people find connections away from home. The White Paper’s announcements largely
focus on supporting those aged 18 and under to access regular activities outside of
school, trips away from home, and volunteering opportunities.
In addition, the Government should seek to build upon their successful Youth Hub
programme. Over 160 Youth Hubs have been rolled out across the UK as centres
where young people can access job and skills opportunities. Created in partnership
with Jobcentre Plus, these Hubs share spaces with other organisations, like colleges,
charities, and local councils, allowing young people to access a range of services and
expert advice in one place. Alongside their main focus on employment, Hubs also
provide services to support young people’s well-being.152
This Hub model of bringing together different organisations in one place to provide a
one-stop-shop for support is an increasingly popular model for local service
provision. Following recommendations from the Leadsom Review and the work of
philanthropists such as Lord Farmer, the Government is creating a network of Family
Hubs in 75 local authorities across the country, helping bring family services
together in one place.153 Since 2018, ministers have also funded a network of Careers
Hubs which bring schools and colleges together with businesses and charities to
provide joined-up provision of careers guidance.154
This Hub model is both popular and effective. Onward research has shown that
community assets which allow for a range of different services and functions, such as
community halls, pubs, and sports facilities are the greatest facilitators of connection
and belonging in a place. Research by the Careers and Enterprise Company, which
runs Careers Hubs, suggests that schools and colleges participating are on average
ranked 37% higher for careers guidance than those which do not participate,
showing the impact of the model.155
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So how can ministers build on the existing role of Youth Hubs to help young people
who have moved away from home to create new networks of friends in their new
place? There are two measures which the Government should implement.
First, the remit of Youth Hubs should be expanded so that these Hubs can become a
one-stop-shop for all youth services. At present, Hubs largely focus on helping
young people access advice and opportunities for employment and skills, with some
additional services on well-being also included. Ministers should expand the type of
services provided at these Hubs, with a view to particularly link in those
organisations and services that can help young people connect with their community
and help them find new friends.
As an initial step, the Government should invite charities or organisations in each
local area to co-locate in the hub and point young people towards opportunities for
volunteering. For example, the NCVO has a network of Volunteer Centres across
England that help potential volunteers to find opportunities. Folding some of these
Centres into the Government’s Youth Hubs would mean that young people looking to
improve their skills could also be signposted towards volunteering opportunities
through which they could upskill themselves. 156
Going further, local authorities could be encouraged to provide signposting for local
groups and clubs through these Hubs. Other organisations which could be
encouraged to maintain a presence in Youth Hubs include universities, which the
UPP Foundation have recommended should play a greater role in providing
mentoring, training and funding for graduate start-ups157, as well as organisations
providing family and relationship support.
Second, the Government should offer greater support to independent youth hubs
provided through the voluntary sector. There are a number of charities operating a
network of youth support hubs across the country, such as the YMCA, which
provides a range of services including family and relationship counselling, health and
well-being services, and accommodation.158 OnSide is another national charity
transforming lives through its network of Youth Zones: 14 hubs with state-of-the-art
facilities built in the most disadvantaged areas of the country, which allow young
people to access a range of services and activities in a single place. Open 7 days a
week, they offer over 20 activities, including sports, music, and drama, and are
staffed with dedicated youth workers and a team of volunteers, helping to build
young people’s self-esteem and connect with other people their own age.
Furthermore, these Zones host specialist services, provided both in house and
through external providers, helping to link young people up with local services in the
area.159
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Independent youth hubs like those provided by OnSide rely on philanthropy to build
and maintain their network. If young people in areas all across the country are to be
able to access their life-changing support, more needs to be done to encourage
people to donate to these organisations. To help achieve this, the Government
should create a new “UK Match Giving” programme which, among other worthy
causes, would match fund philanthropic giving towards youth service charities.

Box 1: The OnSide Youth Zone model

Source: OnSide. “Here for Young People” and “Growing the OnSide Network”.
OnSide Youth Zones are:
•
•

•
•

Are open 7 days a week, offering over 20 activities, including sports, media,
music, dance and drama. Entry is just 50p per visit.
Are each fitted with state-of-the-art facilities, including indoor climbing
walls, four court sports halls, music recording studios, arts and crafts
rooms, gyms and enterprise and employability services.
Are open to all young people aged 8 to 19, up to 25 for those with special
needs. Each Zone has a membership of around 4,000 young people.
Host specialist services, both in house and through external providers to
link young people up with local services.

The process for setting up OnSide Youth Zones is a four-way partnership:
•
•

•
•

Local authorities provide a suitable site for the Zone and contribute funds
to support the building and running costs of each new Zone.
Local communities provide staff and volunteers to operate the Zones, as
well as benefiting from partnership opportunities with local schools,
charities and other organisations.
Private donors help fund the development of these Zones.
Young people bring the Zones to life.

OnSide Youth Zones have:
•
•
•
•
•
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Trained 483 youth workers and staff through their bespoke training
programme
Created 1550 new jobs and volunteering opportunities
Supported 50,000 young people each year
Helped boost the self-confidence of 77% of their members
Delivered £2.06 of social value for every £1 spent running their Youth
Zones.
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Place
It is self-evident that everyone should have the ability to live in an environment
where they feel safe and that they belong. These are close to the bottom of Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs. Yet too often these basic necessities are out of reach. This
section explores ways in which ministers could create the conditions for a
reinvigoration of place as one of the foundations of a good life.
Recommendation 3. Radically empower local communities to take back control of
community spaces.
The urbanist Jane Jacobs wrote of the importance of having “eyes on the street”. In
her writings on cities, she chronicled how streets and parks that were well-used by
people, where people felt invested and where their presence was constant
throughout the day, did not succumb to crime or disorder. In contrast, even the
most well-to-do neighbourhoods or newest parks quickly fell into disarray if people
were only intermittently present and no one felt a sense of common ownership of
the space. This principle is similar to the “broken windows” theory of policing, which
posits that rapid and regular action to repair criminal damage and keep streets clean
can actively deter criminal and anti-social behaviour by showing that people care.
This principle should guide policy. If ministers can support communities to take
greater ownership of places, and in doing so increase footfall and community use of
them, then the evidence suggests that civic disorder should decline and civic pride
should start to rise, even in the most left behind communities. The Government’s
recent Levelling Up White Paper acknowledged this virtuous circle and pledged to
publish a Strategy for Community Spaces and Relationships shortly. There are a
number of specific policies it should include:
•

1. Extend the Right to Regenerate proposed last year to give communities
“meantime use” of vacant high street properties and first right of refusal
on derelict public buildings.
Empty high street stores are at a record level, damaging local pride. At the
same time, shared spaces for people to connect are in decline, from
community halls to pubs, making it harder for people to connect or belong.
Clearly there is an opportunity to better use these derelict and underutilised
spaces while providing more shared spaces for communities. The planned
“Right to Regenerate” proposed by ministers offers a solution.
Last year the Government consulted on reforming the Right to Contest. This
allows communities to request the sale of underused public land, of which
local people can then seek to take ownership. Since this right was introduced
in 2014, only 192 requests have been made and over 75% refused, largely
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because councils claim they plan to use the land in future. Ministers have
therefore proposed reforms to expand the Right to Contest into a more
comprehensive “Right to Regenerate”. These include ordering councils to sell
the contested land if they cannot find a temporary use; giving a right to first
refusal to the community group requesting the sale; and introducing a
presumption in favour of sale.160
While these proposals are welcome, they do not solve the problem of
underused private assets, like empty high street stores. Ministers should be
more ambitious and adopt the additional changes recommended by Create
Streets, Power to Change, and other members of the No Place Left Behind
Commission. At present, councils can require privately-owned eyesore
buildings to be improved through Repair Notices and Section 215 notices. If
owners refuse, councils can arrange the improvements themselves and force
the sale of the asset if they are not reimbursed. The Commission has
proposed streamlining this process, so that any private owner that does not
respond to these notices within two months can be forced to sell the
building, with a first right of refusal for local people. This proposal would
empower local people to take ownership of derelict community spaces. 161
Another additional option would be Onward’s proposed Social Spaces Act,
which would introduce automatic permission for long-term unused assets to
be converted to community use. For example, for a high street store left
empty for over two years, a local community group would be able to apply for
a temporary licence to use the space to host local groups or classes. 162
Ministers should consider this proposal as part of their commitment in the
Levelling Up White Paper to explore ideas for requiring landlords of longterm vacant properties to rent these out to local businesses and community
groups.163
•

2. Significantly accelerate the ability of places to establish a parish and
town council in their local area, and give local councils more ability to
assume responsibility for local assets.
As highlighted in Onward’s Double Devo report, town and parish councils play
a vital role in helping protect community assets and encourage community
engagement. Communities with these councils are more likely to score
highly on a range of measures in Onward’s Social Fabric Index, from those
dealing with physical infrastructure like pubs and parks, to those dealing with
social connection, such as volunteering, group membership and charity.
Queen’s Park Community Council in Westminster, which recently brought
forward an electorally-endorsed Neighbourhood Plan on protecting
community facilities and services, is a particularly good example of the
difference a parish council can make.164
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It is therefore welcome that the Government committed in the recent
Levelling Up White Paper to explore the role and functions of town and
parish councils in their neighbourhood governance review, with a particular
focus on how to make them quicker and easier to establish. 165 There are
three broad reforms that ministers should consider in this area.
First, the Government should ask every community without a parish council
whether they would like to establish one, by holding an automatic vote in
every such community across England at their next round of local elections.
Wards favouring parishes would then automatically be able to create a parish
council for their area.
Second, ministers should improve the capability of town and parish councils
by requiring that every council is two-thirds elected and ensuring that 25%
of the revenue from the planned Infrastructure Levy goes towards funding
these councils. The latter would provide a meaningful budget for
communities to level up their place without increasing council tax.
Finally, town and parish councils should have their powers radically
increased, to empower communities to level up their place. To achieve this,
the Government should create a set of devolved responsibilities that parishes
would be able to “pull down” from the existing local authority if the council
was unhappy with how the service in question was being run at the district
or borough level. These functions could include the management of keystone
local assets, such as community halls, sports facilities, and green space.
•

3. Establish a “Community Trust Network”; a national civic institution to
provide technical assistance to local groups seeking to establish
community trusts.
One of the best ways for local people to protect local assets that foster
connection and belonging is by establishing community trusts to manage
them on behalf of the community. There are a variety of different types of
these organisations, from Community Land Trusts, which primarily manage
housing but sometimes also protect local businesses, through to Heritage
Development Trusts, which protect historic buildings. 166 While each is
unique in their focus, all function by acquiring the assets that matter most to
local people and protecting them.
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To empower more local community groups to set up these types of trust,
ministers should establish a new national civic institution, independent of
Government, to provide the support required. This could be modelled on the
New Schools Network - a charity which since the late 2000s has helped local
groups seeking to set up free schools by providing advice and training
opportunities.167
A “Community Trust Network” established along these lines could support
local groups to take ownership of their place in a number of ways. First, the
Network could provide the technical assistance required to support groups
looking to create a community trust, by developing a best practice, with
input from existing experts in this field like Power to Change, and providing
support with grant applications and legal processes. Second, the Network
could provide seed funding for nascent community trusts. The people of
Trawden were only able to save their 126 year old pub because of grants and
loans provided by the Plunkett Foundation, funded by Power to Change. 168
Third, the Network could play a convening role, regularly bringing together
community trusts from across the UK to share ideas and coordinate, and
feeding policy implications into the Government’s new Levelling Up
Directors.
Two key issues that would need to be considered as part of creating such a
Network include Government funding and community group credibility. On
funding, community groups could apply for financial support from the
Network, funded through a share of the £880 million Dormant Assets Fund or
an extension of the £150 million Community Ownership Fund. Seed funding
could be provided for up to five years, but with support capped at £250,000.
To ensure that only credible groups are funded, applications to the Network
would need to show local support, potentially through a petition signed by a
share of local people in the same ward as the asset of which the trust is
seeking to take ownership, perhaps set at 7.5% - the same threshold for
petitions seeking to establish parish councils. 169
•

4. Improve transparency over the location and use of every council-owned
building and land asset in their area.
Finally, communities can be empowered through an enhanced Right to
Regenerate, new town councils, and community trusts, but they will still
struggle to take ownership of their place if they cannot find readily available
information on the availability and state of public land in their area.
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The Government should therefore bring forward proposals to improve
transparency over local authority owned land by refreshing the Local
Government Transparency Code 2015. At present, the 2015 Code requires
local authorities to annually publish data on most property they own,
including vacant properties, and undeveloped land. The data they must
provide includes the address, a map reference, and whether the local
authority owns the freehold or leasehold for the property.
Notable gaps in the mandatory reporting requirements include how the land
is used; the size and value of the land; whether the property is listed as an
asset of community value; when the leasehold, if held, is set to expire;
“required maintenance” - the cost required to bring the property from its
present state up to the state reasonably required to function; and energy
rating.170 Each of these should be made mandatory. So too should information
on whether the land is underused or unused, if the Government goes ahead
with publishing a definition for this, as proposed in their Right to Regenerate
consultation.171 This would give local community groups more easily
accessible information to identify and regenerate local assets.
Alongside reforms to data collection, ministers should also improve the way
in which the data is presented. Datasets on each of the local authority sites
can be difficult to find. To improve transparency, the Government should
create a signposting portal as they offer for other local issues, like council
tax.172 A community group or individual seeking to access information about
public land in their area should be able to identify local assets by searching
their postcode. This could be achieved by building upon the Plunkett
Foundation’s “Keep it in the Community” tool, which allows people to explore
community owned assets in their local area, to create a single place to search
for assets of community value and publicly owned land. 173
Recommendation 4. Revive neighbourhood policing by reversing the decline in
special constables, Police Community Support Officers and Neighbourhood Watch
schemes.
Civic society has always been at the heart of the British model of policing. The
seventh, and most famous, of Sir Robert Peel’s Principles of Policing is that the police
should “maintain at all times a relationship with the public that gives reality to the
historic tradition that the police are the public and that the public are the police, the
police being only members of the public who are paid to give full-time attention to
duties which are incumbent on every citizen in the interests of community welfare
and existence”.174 The police rely on an active citizenry just as citizens rely on the
police.
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This principle is at risk of being eroded. The Government has placed great store in
the recruitment of 20,000 warranted police officers in this Parliament to reduce
crime. But much less attention has been paid to the declining ranks of Police
Community Support Officers (PCSOs) and Special Constables, as well as police
volunteers and citizen-led schemes such as Neighbourhood Watch. These ancillary
and often citizen-led roles have historically been used to do the basics of community
crime prevention: conducting neighbourhood patrols, offering crime prevention
advice, and providing the visibility that the public wants and which can deter crime.
Since 2012, the number of Special Constables has fallen by more than half, from just
over 20,343 to 9,571 in England and Wales in 2020. This is the lowest rate of Special
Constables on record, and less than a third of the number recorded in the early
1970s. Between 2012 and 2020, every single force aside from the British Transport
Police saw a reduction in Special Constables. In some forces, such as rural forces like
Cumbria and Sussex where volunteer policing is even more important, numbers fell
by around 70%.175 The number of Special Constables as a share of population ranges
from as little as 4 per 100,000 population in the West Midlands to 38 per 100,000
people in Wiltshire.176
Figure 18: Numbers of Special Constables, England and Wales, 1995 to 2021.
Source: House of Commons Library, 2021. “Police service strength”.
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Similar patterns are visible for Police Community Support Officers. Having been
introduced in 2002 as an ancillary role focused primarily on local patrol and crime
prevention, PCSO numbers peaked in 2009, at 16,918 in England and Wales. Since
then, numbers have fallen by 45%, to 9,284 in 2021. While much of this decline
occurred during the period of police funding reduction between 2010 and 2016, the
number of PCSOs has not subsequently started to rise alongside those of warranted
officers and has in fact fallen by around 10% since 2016. 177 In 2017, one police force,
Norfolk, announced that it was making all PCSOs redundant. 178
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This picture is critical to understanding the rise of “broken windows” style crime and
disorder. As the Police Foundation has argued, “one of the most important
advantages of embedding PCSOs within neighbourhood policing teams is that they
cannot be abstracted to other duties”, meaning they provide a consistent presence
within neighbourhoods and town centres even when officers are called up to
respond to emergencies or other incidents.179 Research by Professor Larry Sherman
at Cambridge University has found that an additional 21 minutes of patrolling by
PCSOs in crime “hotspots” can reduce levels of harm associated with crime. 180 The
role of PCSOs in crime prevention is one reason why Sir Ronnie Flanagan’s 2008
Review of Policing recommended ring-fencing PCSO funds.181 While the
Government’s focus on officer numbers is understandable, the simultaneous decline
in PCSO and Special Constable ranks will likely lead to a more reactive and less
neighbourhood-based model of policing.
The decline in PCSO and Special ranks has been accompanied by a long-term decline
in citizen-led neighbourhood prevention through local Neighbourhood Watch
schemes. Membership peaked at just over 25% of households in England and Wales
in 2000, falling sharply to 15% of households in the subsequent six years and since
2006/07 membership has fallen steadily to around 10% of households. And even
areas covered by Neighbourhood Watch schemes have seen a decline in levels of
engagement. In 1992, around 80% of households in England and Wales that lived in
Neighbourhood Watch areas participated in their local Neighbourhood Watch
scheme. By 2016-17, this had halved to less than 40%.182
If Ministers and Police and Crime Commissioners want to reduce levels of local
crime and disorder, they should focus less on arbitrarily increasing the number of
warranted officers and more on reviving a tradition of neighbourhood policing
rooted in active citizen engagement. Several local areas are already doing this. For
example, Wiltshire Police has recently established a volunteer mounted unit to
support its rural crime team in a force area that spans 1,346 square miles and is more
than 90 per cent rural.183 Similarly numerous parish and town councils have taken on
some responsibility for crime prevention, including some councils, such as Arundel
in Sussex, subsidising the costs of their own neighbourhood PCSOs out of parish tax
receipts. This benefits the police as well as communities: warranted officers are
better able to focus where their powers and training are most needed.
Policymakers and Police and Crime Commissioners should explore options to
reverse the decline in the number of people supporting neighbourhood policing in
ancillary or civic roles. Doing so would not only help prevent “broken windows”
crime by giving the police a more visible presence in communities, but also restore
public trust in the police by reinforcing Peel’s seventh principle: “that the police are
the public and that the public are the police”. There are a number of ways to achieve
this.
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First, the Home Office should commission the College of Policing and National Police
Chiefs Council to develop a strategy to recruit 20,000 Special Constables and Police
Support Volunteers alongside the 20,000 new officers already being recruited. This
would replenish the number of Special Constables back to the level in the 1970s and
considerably augment neighbourhood policing in communities. These could be
deployed as part of a new national reserve force, an idea floated by ministers last
year,184 or as routine additional support to local neighbourhood units.
Second, ministers should give Mayors and Police and Crime Commissioners greater
flexibility to increase the local council tax precept to invest in neighbourhood
policing in their forthcoming Anti-Social Behaviour Strategy. At present, PCCs can
raise council tax on an average property by up to £15 each year without triggering a
local referendum.185 This is relatively restrictive, preventing PCCs from raising
additional funds for local crime prevention for which they would be democratically
accountable at the ballot box. Ministers should therefore consider reforming this
threshold to allow PCCs to raise local precepts by up to 5% or £25 per year,
whichever is highest, to fund community crime prevention.
Third, Police and Crime Commissioners should explore ways to co-fund
neighbourhood crime prevention in partnership with parish and town councils,
Town Boards and Business Improvement Districts. This could range from co-funding
a coordinator to train and oversee Neighbourhood Watch teams and other
volunteer-led initiatives to co-funding PCSOs to patrol specific at-risk areas or
respond to prevalent crime types. The Home Office could encourage this by making
the £23 million Safer Streets Fund contingent on match-funding from Parish and
Town Councils, Town Boards and BIDS, or by promoting the role of such civic
organisations in their upcoming Anti-Social Behaviour Strategy.

Home
To help people find connection and belonging, we must restore secure homes so that
people can stay in the same neighbourhood for a longer period of time.
Action to drive up standards in the private rented sector is crucial towards achieving
this and it is welcome that the Government has announced plans to ban no-fault
evictions, explore introducing a legally binding Decent Home Standards for the
sector, and consult on a National Landlord Register. Ministers should go further and
adopt Professor Julie Rugg’s proposal for a property MOT, whereby private rented
homes would need to be inspected and approved by an accredited assessor every
time it is re-let, in the way that MOTs provide regular reassurance of vehicle
standards.186 Each of these policies would make it easier for private renters to stay in
the same home for longer.
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At the same time, reforms to standards in the private rented sector are only a small
part of the solution. The far bigger challenge is radically overhauling our approach to
housing, to ensure there are enough homes to buy and socially rent and to make
homeownership easier. This will require action in two areas.
Recommendation 5. Unleash a civic housebuilding revolution by unlocking
community-led housing and planning.
One of the reasons the UK housing market is so dysfunctional is because delivery has
been increasingly concentrated in large developers, while small builders and
community-led schemes have declined. The effects of this compositional shift are
twofold. First, it drives a greater emphasis on large developments, often tacked onto
the edge of existing settlements, rather than densification through infill and housing
extension within neighbourhoods. Second, it increases local opposition from
communities because development is something that is done to them, rather than
with and by them.
If the Government is serious about fixing the housing market, they should take steps
to unlock community-led housing and to remove the barriers to local people
improving their own neighbourhoods. There are three ways in which they could
achieve this.
•

1. Build beautiful social housing through a new Beautiful Design
Competition.
The advent of social housing in the Victorian era produced beautiful, bold
and practical design for generations of families. In the immediate post-war
years, the UK produced New Towns, a model of development intended to put
community life first. In all, between 1945 and 1960, around two million
council homes were built.187 We need to rediscover that level of ambition to
deliver a new generation of social housing. But we should ensure that, as we
do so, that social housing contributes not just to the number of local units
but to civic pride and belonging too.
When the Social Housing Green Paper asked what more could be done to
tackle stigma towards social housing residents, 23% of respondents said that
it was important to invest in the quality and design of social housing stock
and neighbourhoods. This was the third most popular response, behind
changing how the media reports on social housing and poverty (32%) and
ending the emphasis on home ownership as the tenure of choice (31%). 188
The Government should consider boosting both stock and quality by
launching a new design code for social housing development, through the
new Office for Place. This model design code, which could be decided by a
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national competition, would specify a set of potential building designs,
appropriate to different built environments and varying sizes of site, that
housing associations and councils would be obliged to adhere to when
accessing funding through Affordable Housing Programme funding.
The intention would be to create a new generation of civic housing which like the Rowntree Estates in York or the Boundary Estate in East London endures for generations and instils a strong sense of belonging and
community among residents. If ministers were wary of creating a uniform
model of social housing for the entire funding portfolio, the approach could
be piloted using a small share of the affordable housing programme initially.
Giving social housing residents a say in the decision would be crucial in
making such a competition succeed - giving social housing tenants a say on
the design of the homes they are given to live in.
•

2. Ramp up support for community land trusts to empower communities to
build the homes they need in their area.
The role housing plays in building and securing community strength is
considerable. But the reverse is true too: community can also play a role in
house building. Communities should be able to develop homes that fit their
place and their needs.
Community Land Trusts (CLTs) are one form of community-led housing with
the potential to unlock more affordable homes across England. CLTs are led
by local people and purchase land for the development of affordable housing
either to buy or rent in communities. When CLTs were given a statutory
definition in the Housing Act 2008,189 there were only 20 active Trusts
managing fewer than 100 projects.190 In the last 10 years, their impact has
grown, with more than 500 active CLTs and over 7,000 homes in the
pipeline.191
As not-for-profit groups, CLTs act as a long-term steward of the homes they
build.192 House prices and rents are adjusted towards those in their
community that need them, pegging rent and purchase price to the lowest
local earnings rather than the national market. The CLT model requires a
slight adjustment in how a house is viewed, not as an investment but as a
home. Many CLTs place a covenant on the deed of the house, ensuring that
when it comes to be sold on it must be sold on at the same condition it was
bought for - ensuring “affordability in perpetuity.” 193
Ministers can increase support for Community Land Trusts in two ways.
First, the Government should include support for establishing new
Community Land Trusts within the scope of the “Community Trust Network”
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proposed above. This will ensure that communities seeking to create CLTs
have expert advice and encouragement to take ownership of local
undeveloped or brownfield land and build affordable homes. Other expert
organisations have called for action in this area, such as the Smith Institute,
which proposed the creation of a new country-wide network of communityled housing groups, back in 2016.194
Second, ministers should place a statutory requirement on local authorities
to support the creation of new CLTs if their social housing waiting list
exceeds a certain threshold, in order to ensure the local community has the
affordable housing it needs. Under this proposal, as set out in Onward’s
previous Policies of Belonging report, the local council would be required to
identify, purchase and zone suitable land for anyone who has been on the
waiting list for ten years or more.195
•

3. The Government should legislate for street votes and block votes.
For decades, NIMBY-ism has acted as a brake on building more homes, with
local residents concerned that additional homes in their area could reduce
their house prices and destroy the character of their area. An innovative
proposal offers one way in which to turn strong community engagement
from an obstacle to building more homes into a pathway: street votes.
Street votes, a hyper-local and democratic form of planning, have been
proposed by the organisations Create Streets and Policy Exchange, as a
means of increasing densification. Under the proposal, residents of a street
or block would be able to submit a draft design code that, if supported by a
majority of voting residents, would set the form and extent of development,
derogated from council planning control. In most cases, a street plan would
increase the value of residents’ homes because of the opportunity to expand
to add additional floor space. This would remove development objections
from many residents in urban areas at a stroke, while densifying Britain’s
historic towns and cities.
Street votes could be introduced by adapting existing Neighbourhood
Development Orders, which grant planning permission for specific types of
development in a specific neighbourhood area.196 Under the proposals, a
street vote would be triggered if 20% of residents or ten different homes on
a street - whichever is more - have agreed and put forward a design code
proposal. The plan would be adopted if 60% votes cast on a 50% household
turnout were in favour of the code. Listed buildings, undeveloped green belt
land and land in National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and
Areas of Special Scientific Interest would be excluded.197
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Modelling suggests that street votes could unlock up to hundreds of
thousands of homes per year within the next few decades, without building
on any greenfield or green belt land. This kind of “gentle densification” could
also restore community life by helping more people live in town centres, near
to high street stores and other important local assets that foster connection
and belonging.198
The proposal has already attracted a groundswell of support. Create Streets
have taken the proposal further, noting that street votes could also generate
up to £9 billion per year in increased tax revenue and growth.199 A number of
parliamentarians have also backed the idea, including John Penrose, who has
published a Private Members’ Bill seeking to introduce Street Votes.200 Most
recently, Housing Secretary Michael Gove has given the idea his backing. 201
Going further, Ben Southwood and Samuel Hughes have proposed giving
blocks of flats the right to choose collectively to develop disused land around
their building, so long as these developments are invisible from the street.
Modelling by Create Streets suggests this would unlock at least 20,000 more
homes a year, while delivering them close to existing infrastructure, and
encouraging gentle densification.202
Ministers should press ahead and legislate for street votes and block votes at
the earliest opportunity. The Government has said that their forthcoming
Levelling Up legislation, committed to in the recent White Paper, is expected
to include planning reform. This would be the ideal opportunity to introduce
these measures.203
Recommendation 6. Radically extend Right to Buy to give housing association
tenants, private renters and entire council estates a clear route to ownership.
Since its introduction, Right to Buy has turned hundreds of thousands of council
tenants into homeowners. The scheme has been an extraordinary success, delivering
the security of owning one’s own home to lower income households who would
never have dreamed of being able to do so.
But Right to Buy is limited. It only applies to council housing tenants, which are
increasingly scarce, given the transfer of many housing stock out of local authority
control. Housing association tenants are still unable to exercise a Right to Buy,
despite a previous commitment to extend this right to such tenants. Private tenants
also have few abilities to buy their home, given that such a disproportionate amount
of their income goes on rent, preventing them from saving for a deposit. And when
council housing is sold under Right to Buy, it is seldom replaced with another socially
rented home. There are three areas in which radical reform to the Government’s
approach to Right to Buy is necessary.
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•

1. Introduce a Chance to Buy for private renters.
Making it easier for people to stay in the same home for long periods of time
and put down roots is crucial to fostering connection and belonging in
communities. Right to Buy helps facilitate this, but there is no equivalent in
the private rented sector. Even among those private renters who do believe
they will be able to buy a home, 89% do not expect to buy their current
home, suggesting even when they are ready to buy, they will need to uproot
themselves at least once more. In comparison, 51% of those in council
housing who expect to buy believe they will be able to buy their current
home, thanks to Right to Buy.204
The Government should therefore introduce equivalent incentives to
encourage private landlords to sell to long-term tenants. The best way to
achieve this would be through a “Chance to Buy” relief on Capital Gains Tax
benefiting both landlord and tenant, first proposed in Onward’s Make a House
a Home report. Landlords would be eligible for a 50% relief on CGT levied on
any property sold to a long-term tenant living in the home for three or more
years. Likewise, the tenant would be given a Long-Term Tenants Credit,
worth the other 50% of the relief, which could be put towards a deposit. 205
Onward analysis of the latest English Housing Survey for which detailed data
is available suggests that there are 2,040,000 private rented households
which have been living in the same private rented home for over three years
and who are not sharing the property with another household.206 Each of
these households would be eligible for this Chance to Buy scheme, but most
are likely to have landlords unwilling to sell. Still, if even one-in-twenty of
these households was able to take up the scheme, that would help 100,000
households to own their own home for the first time and give up to 100,000
landlords seeking to sell up a chance to do so on more favourable terms.

•

2. Introduce the proposed Right to Buy for Housing Association tenants,
and a new “Estates Right to Buy”.
To ensure that social housing tenants can achieve the dream of home
ownership as easily if they live in a housing association home as they do in
council housing, ministers must introduce two schemes.
First, the Government should deliver on the previous commitment to extend
Right to Buy to housing association residents. At present, only council
housing tenants can use Right to Buy, with housing association tenants only
able to use the Right to Acquire. While a similar scheme, it has a much less
generous discount - a maximum of £16,000, compared to the £84,600
available for council housing outside of London. 207
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In 2015, the Cameron Government committed to introducing a new
“voluntary Right to Buy” for housing association tenants, allowing them to
buy their own home if their housing association agreed. This scheme was
piloted in 2018 in a number of areas across the country, and committed to
again in the Government’s 2019 General Election manifesto, but legislation to
introduce this new right has still not been forthcoming. Ministers should
bring it forward at the earliest opportunity.208
Second, ministers should strengthen security through a new “Estates Right
to Buy”, allowing social housing tenants in council or housing association
homes to jointly buy their whole estate and put the homes into a Community
Land Trust. This would give social renters greater protection over their
homes. There is a clear appetite for this, as evidenced by the campaign by the
West Ken Gibbs Green Residents Association to save 760 properties housing
over 2,000 people in Hammersmith and Fulham from demolition. The
campaign only succeeded after the local council agreed to bring forward a
compulsory purchase order; the tenants themselves were powerless. 209
By using Community Land Trusts and the accompanying “asset lock”, which
prevents disproportionate increases in prices and ensures that assets can
only be sold if this would benefit the local community210, this “Estates Right
to Buy” would sidestep the main problem with the existing Right to Buy
scheme: depleted levels of genuinely affordable homes. It would also help
drive up the presence of Community Land Trusts in our housing market,
supporting them to become a more permanent fixture.
In a sense, an “Estates Right to Buy” would be similar to the Right to Transfer
- a right introduced in 2013 to allow council housing tenants to apply for a
housing association to take ownership of their estate.211 But instead, it would
offer groups of housing association tenants the right to transfer ownership of
their estate to community control.
The “Estates Right to Buy” discount would need to be set at somewhere
between 35% and 70% of market value in order to mirror the regular Right to
Buy scheme, but like-for-like parity would not be possible, given that the size
of the discount is dependent on the length of tenure of the household in
question.212
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•

3. Replenish social housing stock by requiring like-for-like tenure
replacements for Right to Buy and banning homes sold under Right to Buy
from being rented for up to five years.
While Right to Buy has been extremely successful in boosting home
ownership among low income households, this success has heavily depleted
the UK’s social housing stock. Many of the homes sold under this scheme
have now filtered through into the private rented sector. FOI requests sent
to one-third of English local authorities suggest that as many as 40% of
homes bought through Right to Buy may now be in the private rented
sector.213
In 2012, the Coalition Government established a rule that council housing
sold through the scheme must be replaced at a one-to-one rate, but not as a
like-for-like replacement in terms of tenure. As a result councils are free to
replace social rented homes with affordable rented homes, at higher rents.
The latest figures show that even with this flexibility over the type of homes,
local authorities are still falling short. Between the introduction of the
replacement rule and the end of 2020-21, there were 36,380 additional
affordable properties that have been built, acquired or started, only 79% of
the 46,108 homes sold through Right to Buy between 2012 and the end of
2017-18.214
Under the 2012 rules, a council also had to spend the receipts from the sale
of the home within three years or forfeit them to the Government. The
receipts could only be used to fund 30% of a replacement home, with
councils required to find the other 70% through other means, with the
Government reasoning that the cost of a replacement home would be a
fraction of the cost of a new home. After a consultation in 2018, the
Government announced last year that it would extend the time limit from
three years to five years and increase the cap from 30% to 40%.215
While these reforms are welcome, the Government could go further and
reconsider two proposals from the Levelling Up, Housing, and Communities
Committee’s inquiry in this area. First, local authorities could be required to
replace homes sold through Right to Buy with like-for-like tenure
replacements, with a sold socially rented home replaced with another
socially rented home. This would ensure that social housing stock - already
low - does not fall away even further.
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Second, the Government should legislate to prevent any socially rented
home sold under Right to Buy from being rented out in the private sector for
at least five years. As the Committee points out, this would not be dissimilar
to the restrictions preventing properties bought through Help to Buy,
another large government subsidy, from being rented.216 There may be a case
for creating even longer term restrictions on renting to ensure that Right to
Buy discounts intended to support homeownership are not being recycled
into the private rented sector.

Work
Recommendation 7. Extend protections to flexible workers to give them more
security in work.
In recent years, ministers have mostly left the evolution of employment law to the
courts. Successive judgements in the Supreme Court and High Court have clarified
that self-employed contractors working for gig economy platforms are entitled to
some workplace rights, including the national minimum wage and holiday pay, even
as they enjoy the benefits of flexibility that these business models bring. In
December, the High Court also clarified that it is unlawful for a private hire operator
in London to act as an “agent” between the driver and passenger, with implications
for both tax and worker protections.
These developments have started to regularise the rights of workers and
responsibilities of platforms in the gig economy, creating certainty that benefits both
business and employees. However these judgements were limited in scope and it
remains the case that workers in flexible, nighttime or gig work can find themselves
with considerably less security than if they were employed as workers.
Flexibility should be welcomed but it should not mean a loss of security. The
Government should bring forward the long-awaited Employment Bill to provide
greater clarification on how to differentiate between “workers” and “employees”.
Reforms to employment status would be a particularly important area for night
workers, given that those classified as employees have stronger rights, such as
greater protections over the number of hours they can work and entitlements to
regular health assessments.217 The Bill could also legislate to make it easier for those
in unconventional forms of work to engage in community life, for example through
right to request a predictable contract and the right to decline shifts at short notice
without employer retribution.218
Care should be taken to ensure that legislation does not curb the gig economy but
instead builds greater security into the system. America is already showing how this
can be achieved. In 2017, Emeryville, California introduced a “Fair Workweek
Ordinance” which seeks to reduce the unpredictability of service workers’ hours and
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compensate them for last-minute schedule changes. Recent analysis by America’s
National Bureau of Economic Research found that this approach succeeded in
reducing working parents’ schedule unpredictability and reducing days worked while
maintaining total hours worked. The study also notes that parent well-being has
improved as a result.219
One specific step that should be explored urgently is the extension of autoenrolment pension rights to gig economy and flexible workers. At present, autoenrolment is limited to workers over the age of 22 years old, who earn more than an
earnings trigger of £10,000, with pension contributions accumulated on earnings
over £6,240 per job per year. The effect of this is to considerably restrict the ability
of flexible workers to save for a pension, as they either are not old enough, do not
earn enough or work in multiple jobs. As Onward has proposed previously, the
Government should bring forward plans to extend auto-enrolment to lower paid,
younger and flexible workers, by abolishing the lower earnings threshold, earnings
trigger and reducing the age threshold to 18 years old.220

Contribution
Given the relationship between volunteering and connection and belonging, and the
interests of the wealthiest of our society in donating to causes with which they have
a personal connection, place-based giving can play an important role in resetting our
society post-pandemic. But action is needed in two areas to unleash the power of
place-based giving.
Recommendation 8. Mainstream volunteering by commissioning the UK’s major
civic funders to develop a new signposting platform and give greater support to
communities.
The biggest barriers to volunteering among the young are primarily time constraints
and a lack of awareness of opportunities. In Age of Alienation, Onward set out a range
of reforms to address the former, such as an entitlement to 10 days volunteering
leave per year for young people and a system of civic rewards for those making use
of this leave.221 While ministers should give close consideration to these proposals,
action is also needed to address the awareness barrier. There are two key ways in
which the Government could make it easier for aspiring volunteers, especially the
young, to be able to find opportunities to give back.
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•

1. Ask civic funders, including the National Lottery, Arts Council England,
and other recipients of DCMS grants to develop a new national portal for
volunteering opportunities.
A range of services exist to help people looking to volunteer to find
opportunities to do so. For example, the Do IT Foundation offers a
particularly impressive “Discover” tool, listing over 11,000 adverts for over
600,000 volunteering opportunities. Not only does Do IT use a location tool
to help people find opportunities near them, the platform allows
opportunities to be filtered down by type of activity; the skills required; the
skills that could be gained; the age of person the opportunity would be most
appropriate for; and the wider cause linked to the opportunity. 222 New apps
like Volunteero are also emerging to make it easier for people to find smallscale and flexible opportunities to give back.
But there are two problems. First, small-scale charities with limited
manpower and resources are having to create and maintain adverts on
dozens of different websites and apps. Many of these charities rely on older
volunteers. Second, given these challenges in the charitable sector, more
could be done to actively reach out to local charities and support them to
signpost their opportunities. Apps like Volunteero and platforms like Do IT
simply do not have the capacity.
Ministers could back the creation of a new nationwide volunteering portal to
act as a one-stop-shop for volunteering opportunities, reducing the
administrative burden on charities, and with the scale to engage in
communities across the UK. There is already support for such an endeavour.
For example, the APPG for Social Integration proposed this in a recent
report, while Danny Kruger’s proposed National Volunteer Passport system
also had an opportunity matching element. 223 Similarly, Dean Russell has
called for volunteering to be encouraged as a family or social activity, which a
signposting portal could enable.224
It is important that the Government not be actively involved in the delivery
of such a matching service. We know that top-down, government-led
approaches to civic society rarely succeed in their objectives, and major
charitable bodies are far better equipped to understand how to make such a
portal work effectively. Instead, ministers should set up an independent
board, consisting of all 12 recipients of National Lottery funding, including
the National Lottery Community Fund and Arts Council England, as well as
other major funders such as the Association of Charitable Foundations and
the National Trust.225 The Government could commission this group to
support and run a new volunteering portal. These funders will have strong
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links with the charitable sector and would be well-placed to ensure that the
portal is designed in a way that works best for charities.
•

2. Issuing guidance to Jobcentres, hospitals, schools and local councils to
showcase volunteering opportunities.
More effective digital signposting is just one way to encourage greater levels
of volunteering, and on its own will be insufficient to mainstream
volunteering. As discussed above, many aspiring volunteers are older people
who are less digitally confident. Furthermore, digital signposting only helps
those actively looking for opportunities to volunteer, and does not offer a
way in which to encourage people to consider volunteering. Therefore,
making volunteering mainstream will also require action within communities.
Ministers should therefore do more to encourage local civic anchors like
councils, schools, and GPs to showcase opportunities to volunteer. Schools,
colleges and universities already play a key role in helping people find
volunteering opportunities: 13% of all volunteers in the last year, including
45% of young people in education, found their opportunity through
education facilities. By contrast just 2% of volunteers found their opportunity
through a doctor’s surgery, community centre or library. 226 Clearly more can
be done to use local civic anchors such as these to signpost volunteering
opportunities.
First, local authorities should be encouraged to signpost volunteering
opportunities at various life events when people might find they have more
time or inclination to volunteer. For example, the APPG for Social Integration
has suggested that councils send a promotional pack encouraging
volunteering to local people who are retiring, leaving school, or being
granted British citizenship.227 Another option would be sending a “welcome
to the neighbourhood” pack to those moving into a new home, signposting
opportunities to volunteer, as well as local groups they might be interested in
joining. Local councils already have to monitor for people moving in and out
of the area for council tax purposes so this would be relatively simple.
Second, the various service hubs across the country - Youth Hubs, Career
Hubs, and Family Hubs - should also be encouraged to signpost volunteering
opportunities. At present, Jobcentres, to which government-led Youth Hubs
are linked, help some jobseekers to find volunteering opportunities through
their Work Together programme.228 They should extend this service to
anyone under the age of 35 who wants to volunteer, whatever their
employment status. Career Hubs should also be encouraged to help young
people volunteer: the Careers and Enterprise Company which runs them
have already commissioned research showing the benefits of volunteering
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for young people.229 And Family Hubs could encourage volunteering by
signposting opportunities particularly relevant or of interest to parents, like
helping children learn to read or fostering a child.
Third, health facilities like GP surgeries and hospitals could also do much
more to encourage volunteering. The people visiting these facilities are
usually there to support a friend or relative with an illness or impairment.
Given that the latest data suggests 16% of volunteers chose to do so because
the opportunity was linked to the needs of their friends and family, health
facilities could play a key role in encouraging more people to volunteer to
help people struggling with the same problems as their loved ones. 230 A
friend of someone who has become blind might want to volunteer to raise
puppies for Guide Dogs UK. Someone whose relative is undergoing
chemotherapy might want to do a charity run for Cancer Research. A person
who previously struggled with poor mental health might want to help people
like them by joining the Samaritans.231
Recommendation 9. Turbocharge place-based philanthropy through Charitable
Enterprise Zones and a new UK Match Giving scheme.
The wealthy and successful in our society could do much more to contribute to our
civic culture. Research suggests that the richest in society are giving less than they
were ten years ago and less than those on low incomes. Onward’s previous research
has shown a strong positive correlation between a local area’s charitable giving and
the strength of their community. Areas with the lowest levels of charitable giving,
like Blackpool, have the weakest social fabric, as measured by Onward’s Index, while
areas with high rates of giving, such as Elmbridge, have some of the highest ratings
of social fabric in the Index.232
With the highest earners disproportionately likely to say that personal connection
would encourage them to give more to charity, a focus on place-based philanthropy
would be the ideal way to achieve this. With the wealthiest in our society also more
likely to cite the attractions of tax relief and knowing their money would be spent
well, these are also crucial levers to be pulled. There are two key ways in which a
place-based approach to philanthropy can be encouraged.
•

1. Create Charitable Enterprise Zones in the most deprived communities
across the country, eligible for greater tax relief.
One way to target philanthropy towards the areas that need it most would be
to create new Charitable Enterprise Zones (CEZ) in the most deprived
communities across the country. Within each Zone, a CEZ Trust with
charitable status would be established, eligible for enhanced tax reliefs on
charitable giving. The Zones would be similar to Freeports, which give local
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areas greater flexibility over tax relief in areas such as Stamp Duty Land Tax
and business rates.233
As proposed in Onward’s previous Policies of Belonging report, tax benefits
within these Zones could include a further reduced rate of inheritance tax
paid by people giving 10% of more of their estate to one of these Trusts,
greater tax reliefs for corporation donations, or more generous rates of Gift
Aid.234 Greater charitable tax reliefs would make it more attractive for
philanthropists to donate in these areas, targeting funding towards areas
where it is needed most.
The Zones could work either across whole local authorities or at a hyperlocal level across a collection of deprived wards, in order to target those
areas most in need. The Trusts would be led by a board of trustees, with
some local authority involvement, and seek to attract funding, both through
public donations and grants from Government bodies. The funds raised could
then be granted to local charities and branches of national charities in the
area, as well as being used for any charitable endeavours the Trust chose to
undertake itself.
•

2. Incentivise philanthropy through a new pound-for-pound “UK Match
Giving” programme targeted at place-based giving.
Another way in which to incentivise place-based giving would be through a
new match funding scheme for charity, whereby donations to certain
community-focused charities would be matched pound-for-pound by the
Government. This would encourage those donating to charity to support
community-focused organisations in their local area, helping people see
first-hand the difference that their philanthropy has made.
The scheme could function in a similar way to the UK Aid Match programme,
which matched donations from 3.6 million people in the UK to 59 specific
charitable appeals in the first three years of the programme. 235 Under a new
“UK Match Giving” scheme, charities would apply to the Government to be
designated as recipients of the scheme, just as UK Aid Match only benefits
specific charitable appeals. As with UK Aid Match, the scheme could run for a
short number of years, ahead of a new phase of the programme, in which the
scheme would re-open for fresh applications.
Eligible charities could include specific place-based charities, such as local
community trusts, Heritage Development Trusts, and CLTs, as well as our
proposed Charitable Enterprise Zone Trusts and any other charity serving a
particular place. This would include organisations that are part of a wider
network of charities, such as the 14 charities that make up OnSide’s network
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of Youth Zones, or the 47 place-based charitable foundations within the UK
Community Foundation network.236 To ensure that funding goes towards
levelling up communities in the UK, charities unrelated to British people or
places, such as animal welfare or international aid charities, would not be
eligible for the scheme.
Like UK Aid Match, there would need to be a cap on the amount of matchfunding provided per project to ensure the scheme does not become a
disproportionate cost to the Treasury. UK Aid Match has a cap of £2 million,
affordable because of the relatively small number of appeals involved. To
ensure that a wide variety of local charities could be funded, the cap would
need to be much lower for any UK Match Giving scheme. Exactly where to
set it would be a matter for the Government, based upon the amount of
money they could set aside for such an endeavour and the number of
charities they would be keen to support. For example, with a hypothetical
£50 million pot for the scheme, a £100,000 cap could benefit 500 charities,
while a £50,000 cap could benefit twice as many.
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Conclusion

Summary of the
argument
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The pandemic has exposed some of the deepest-running fissures in the foundations
of our society. Covid-19 has reminded us that connections are becoming more
distant, places are becoming less vibrant and safe, secure homes are becoming out of
reach, work is becoming insecure, and contribution is becoming the exception rather
than the norm.
But the virus has also shown us that each of these seemingly intractable problems
can be solved if we work together and harness the power of community to restore
connection, belonging and security to post-pandemic life.
This paper sets out how we can take the first steps to respond to this wake up call.
Let’s not hit snooze.
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